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UCU Marking Strike

by PETER CLARKE

T

he University and College Union responded to the proposal
to adjust the USS pension
scheme by threatening to boycott the
grading and assigning of undergraduate work from November 6th.
Similar to other pension schemes,
USS is running a deficit, i.e. it has less
cash, and is finding it increasingly difficult to meet its promises to scheme
members. In the past when a lecturer
joined the pension scheme, the employer and the employee contributed
the same percentage of their respective salaries. It has since changed and
the employer and employee do not
contribute the same amount, and the
pension will not be based on the final
salary of the employee but on an aver-

age salary over the length of employment. Of course average pay over the
length of employment is a great deal
less than final salary due to wage inflation, so if the proposal goes through
the amount of our lecturers’ monthly
pension income will be considerably
less. From the UCU Pensions Dispute Briefing are listed a number of
additional proposed changes to the
scheme include - placing a salary cap
on the benefits from the career average scheme of £50,000 per year, after
which members will be able to pay
into a ‘defined contributions’ scheme
where the value of the pension will
be linked to investment performance
rather than guaranteed at a particular
level; increasing employer contributions to the pension fund to 18 per
cent of salary.
Undergraduate students under-

standably have concerns regarding the
grading and assigning of their work
and it is important, for some pivotal,
to have assessed work returned to
them in order to progress onto their
next project.
National Union of Students VP Megan Dunn stated that “Students want a
speedy resolution to this dispute and
we now urgently need to see both
sides getting round the table and negotiating a fair and sustainable agreement.” The marking ban, while having
an effect on students, does not aim to
affect them.
Professor Carol Tully stated that
:“we are doing everything possible to
limit the impact that this will have on
students, in particular those due to
graduate at the end of this academic
year, but also those progressing from
one level to the next.”

Bangor Students’ Union have declared their support of the trade union
members’ right to strike, highlighting
the importance of a properly funded
higher education system and its lecturers, while additionally ensuring
that the impact of the strike on students will be kept to a minimal.
Discussions are taking place over the
course of the upcoming weeks, including at the Student Union on the 20th
November, which we could participate
in, and in the Senate the 24th. On the
14th the BBC reported that the marking ban could be called off next week
after the two sides agreed to talks. Students will be updated with information on the effects of the strike- if the
strike does indeed occur- from their
lecturers or personal tutors and if any
questions need answering our lecturers are there to assist.

Many of those involved are on strike
for a plethora of reasons. One lecturer
commented that, personally, their
striking would not be in response to
the adjusting of the pension scheme
but about “saying something about
anything”, in accordance to pay and
the increasing privatisation of the education sector, and that it would have
been preferable for them to have disrupted the administration and not the
students they love to teach. Perhaps
new strategies should be conceived for
lecturers to have the ability to go on
strike without the strike having any effect on students. The one thing clear
at the moment is that our lecturers are
not happy with the continuing austerity measures, and as students the best
we can do is support their strike action and hope for the best.
Check SU social media for updates.
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AMY
BLACKWELL
EDITOR
editor@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Since our last issue I turned 21! So
happy birthday to me and all the
other wonderful November babies!
I had a fantastic birthday thanks for
asking.
This issue is a super small one
compared to our last issue, short
but sweet. A lot of us were super
busy with deadlines especially me.
Speaking of which my team really
pulled together and took the reigns
on this issue and I’m really proud
of them for it. Thank you to Stephanie and Ida for taking over in my
absense and for the sub editors for
doing a fantastic job.
On page 10 is a little get-to-know
your sub editors, on page 13 you
can find out what happened when
BUDS talked cannabis, on page 14
the Union answer your questions
on the UCU strike and on page 23 I
talk about my little trip to Stratford
Upon Avon.
I hope everyone had a good reading week whether it was last week
or the week before and I hope you
all take a shower at least once this
week. I know there’s deadlines
but, seriously. And sleep. Sleep is a
thing.
Seren are taking part in the AU
charity catwalk next Thursday (27th
November) so go buy a ticket and
watch our Treasurer and G&G editor
Joe strut his stuff and raise money
for a great charity whilst you’re at it!
I hope you enjoy reading Seren
this month and remember if you
ever want to get involved drop me
an email or find me on Facebook!
The views presented hereinafter
do not represent the views of
Seren Bangor, Bangor Students’
Union or Bangor University.
Seren is printed by NWN Media.
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NEWS

In Brief

BBC music
workshop held in
PJ Hall

BANGOR University’s PritchardJones Hall played host to a workshop
held by musicians from the BBC National Orchestra for Wales.
The professionals played alongside
their counterparts from Bangor University’s School of Music, as well as
pupils from Gwansanaeth Ysgolion
William Mathias.
In total, over 150 musicians –
ranging from budding to professional – took part in the workshop,
which is part of a larger BBC project,
which aims to inspire younger people to engage with and perform classical music.

SU win library
opening hours victory

Psychology
students scoop
postgrad
bursaries
THREE Bangor postgraduate psychology students have received a
Widening Access Centre bursary,
worth £5000, which allow them to
continue with their post-graduate
studies.
Louise Brown, 22; Jodie Colk, 26;
and Sarah-Jane Farrant, 22, were the
three recipients of the bursaries.
Delyth Murphy, Head of the Widening Access Centre, presented the
students with their bursaries, and
later said “The standard of the applications received this year was very
high and goes to show that providing
postgraduate financial opportunities
in a Widening Access context is justified. By awarding these bursaries,
we are enabling our three very worthy recipients to advance towards
fulfilling their ambitions. As all three
are driven and determined individuals, I’ve no doubt that they will succeed in gaining excellent Masters
qualifications and in their chosen
careers. The Widening Access Centre will follow their progress with
great interest.”

Student Library
Champions
appointed
SIX Bangor University students
have been appointed Student Library
Champions, a newly-created role
which will focus on gaining feedback
regarding Bangor University libraries, and implementing the feedback
received.
Catherine Loraine, Fflur Elin, Leo
Puquing, Ruth Pearson-Blunt, Alex
Harvey, and Matthew-John Tulley
were announced as the new Student
Library Champions on the Bangor
University libraries website.
Each Student Library Champion
represents the students of a University college – with the College of Arts
and Humanities having two representatives.

Main Arts library to be open 24/7
Library to remain open during Easter holidays

by EMILY HOULSTON-JONES

B

news@seren.bangor.ac.uk

angor University Student’s Union have scored several victories
in the ongoing battle for 24/7
library access for university students.
After two trial periods last year - during which both Main Arts library and
Deiniol library were open 24/7, and

which ended on the 31st of May 2014 the University decided against keeping
the trial opening hours. Instead, Deiniol was closed at midnight, and Main
Arts library only became a 24- hour
library after November 3rd, and was
closed during the Easter holidays.
However, following feedback from
students, Student Union President
Rhys Taylor announced on the 17th
of November that several changes will
be made to library opening times, in
direct response to feedback received.
He announced that Deiniol library
will once again become a 24-hour library during the 2015 summer semes-

ter – a development that will no doubt
be a boon to Bangor students living in
lower Bangor. Main Arts library will
also remain open over the Easter holidays, though not on a 24/7 basis.
There will also be changes in the
opening hours of Normal Site library,
which will open and close an hour
later, and which will also open on the
weekend. The SU, Taylor said, were
“really happy with this outcome given
the circumstances.”
Some students feel that the new
measures are too little, too late. Will
Gurney, an ex-Normal Site resident
and Sports and Exercise Science stu-

dent, said “I feel like this measure
comes too late for students who live
at Normal Site- with Normal Site residences closing soon, weekend opening
hours feel a bit pointless.”
Taylor made sure to note, however,
that the Student Union has even more
plans for Bangor’s libraries, including
convincing the University to open libraries 24/7 from the beginning of
each academic year, in order to help
students with earlier assessment deadlines.
Feedback regarding the new library
opening times should be sent to library@bangor.ac.uk.

Cycling star opens sports centre
by EMILY HOULSTON-JONES

C

anolfan Brailsford was officially opened by Sir David
Brailsford in a ceremony held
on November 5th.
As well as opening the new sports
centre and making a speech, Sir David also held a Q&A session for members of the Bangor University Cycling
Club, giving them invaluable tips on
training and preparation.
Sir David, who is the current general
manager for cycling team Team Sky,
grew up in the Deiniolen area of Caer-

narfon and is a fluent Welsh-speaker
with strong ties to the local area. He
is perhaps best known for coaching
the Team GB cycling team in the 2004,
2008, and 2012 Olympic Games, coming first in the cycling medal board at
the two latter games.
The opening ceremony was not Sir
David’s first visit to the sports centre
either: “I came and walked into the
Gym unannounced and had a little session. I’ve been to a lot of gyms
around the world, and there’s a fantastic feeling in there, a real energy and
buzz to it, the facilities were fantastic

and that’s the acid test- does it feel like
a place you want to come back to and
train in again? And the answer is definitely yes.”
He also spoke of his delight at having the Sports Centre named after
him, saying “I’ve been lucky to receive
a few honours over the years, but some
of them are more personal and this is
very personal and something which
connects my life previously, I feel very
passionate about this area so anything
I can do to help this area or anyone
who comes to visit this area, I’m all for.
To be involved here is really touching.”

“I think, growing up in this community, everybody realises that Bangor
University has a special role to play
within the local community. Despite
not being academically involved, you
can use the facilities, as kids we used
to come here to play 5 a side football,
we used to play cricket; you felt despite not being academically involved,
there was something being given back
to the community; in concerts and
theatrical performances being put on
by the University world, which were
just there- so you felt connected to the
University as well.”
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Pensioner
zipwires for
church

Six arrested in Bangor
drugs raid
by IDA VÄISÄNEN

N

design@seren.bangor.ac.uk

orth Wales Police have
charged six men following arrests carried out during drug
raids under ‘Operation Scorpion.’
Raids were carried out at four houses in Bangor, as well as properties in
Manchester and Stockport.
Three of the six people arrested
were from Bangor and all were suspected of conspiracy to supply drugs
in North Wales.

Paul David Williams, 40, has now
been charged with conspiracy to supply Class A and B drugs and conspiracy to bring a prohibited item into a
prison.
Mark Andrew Jones, 36, has been
charged with conspiracy to supply
Class A and B controlled drugs, possession of criminal property and possession of a class B controlled drug.
Scott Anthony Jones, 33, and Darren Williams, 29, have been charged
with conspiracy to supply Class A and
B controlled drugs. All three men are
from the Bangor area.
Additionally, Paul Michael Mercer,
47, from Manchester and Heath Noel
Bowling, 42, from Cheshire, have
been charged with conspiracy to supply Class A and Class B Controlled

Drugs.
All were refused bail.
Five of the men appeared before
Caernarfon Magistrates Court on
15th November and the sixth appeared on 17th November.
Detective Inspector Arwyn Jones,
who leads the Operation Scorpion
team, said: “These arrests were made
as part of Operation Scorpion’s continued fight against serious and organised crime in the region and are
the culmination of a protracted intelligence led operation.”
The arrests and charges form part
of our ongoing investment into tackling the supply of Class A and B Controlled Drugs into North Wales. The
operation will continue and demonstrates our desire to tackle this men-

ace head on.”
He added: “We are grateful to the
public for their support and we intend to work with our communities
and partner agencies to relentlessly
pursue these individuals, and to that
end I’d urge anyone with information
regarding the production and supply
of controlled drugs or anyone they
believe is involved in organised crime
to contact North Wales Police on 101
or alternatively via Crimestoppers on
0800 555111.”
Operation Scorpion aims to focus
on a wide range of major crimes, including drugs and human trafficking.
More than 30 people have already
been charged as part of the operation.

Gwynedd man dies in house fire
Fire “not suspicious” according to police spokesman
Man has yet to be named
by NATHAN BULLEN

P

olice have launched an investigation after a 26 year old man
was found dead following a
house fire in Gwynedd.
The death of the man is not being
treated as suspicious but an investigation has been launched into the circumstances surrounding his death.

Police officers have said that there
had been a fire at the house before the
police and fire services arrived.
The woman who owned the property in question spoke to The Daily Post,
saying “It happened in our property. It
was a tragic accident,” though she declined to give any more information
regarding the incident.
A neighbour also spoke to the news-

paper, saying that he spotted emergency service vehicles near the property, which is located just off the A493
on a side street.
Emergency services arrived at the
house in Pennal near Machynlleth at
around 10:15 am on the 16th November.
The man has not yet been named
and officers are yet to release any more

information about the incident.
Chief Inspector Richie Green said:
“North Wales Police and North Wales
Fire and Rescue Service are carrying
out a joint investigation into the circumstances surrounding this tragic
incident and I would appeal to anyone who may have information which
may assist us to call 101, quoting incident number R180626.”

A PENSIONER from Mochdre
completed a daring zipwire challenge
at Bethesda’s Zipworld - where riders can reach speeds of more than
100mph, and the line itself is over a
mile long.
The money raised by Peter Jones
which totals £1400 so far, will go towards repairing the church roof at St
Cystennin’s Church, Mochdre, which
is in urgent need of repairs.
Speaking of the experience, Cllr.
Jones said “While I was a little daunted by the prospect, it really was a fantastic experience and the views when
we got to the top were simply stunning.
“Some people think it wasn’t too
wise to be doing something like this
at my age, but I wanted to something
that was exciting and now I have done
it there are no regrets whatsoever.”
Anyone wishing to donate to Cllr.
Peter Jones’ efforts can do so by texting PFCC01 followed by their donation to 70070.

Murder house
demolished
THE house where the murder of
April Jones is believed to have taken
place was demolished this week, following the efforts of the local community.
The property was rented by Mark
Bridger, who was sentenced to a
whole-life term for the murder of
April in 2013.
The Welsh government bought the
house from its previous owners in order to demolish it, per the wishes of
the family of April, who was five when
she was killed.
The family was present at the demolition, and held hands as they watched
the walls being razed. As of yet, there
are no plans for the land on which the
house stood.

Industrial estate
fire
FOUR vehicles were destroyed following a fire at Cibyn Industrial Estate in Caernarfon.
No one was hurt in the incident,
which took place on the November
12th. An investigation into the cause
of the fire is ongoing, according to
a spokesperson for the North Wales
Fire Service.
Service vehicles were called at
7:32am after smoke was seen emereging from the roof of a garage. An
eyewitness spoke to The Daily Post
about the fire, saying: “I saw smoke
coming out from the roof and then
there were flames. The smoke was
billowing out into the sky.
“The first firemen got water onto
the fire and the flames subsided
quite a bit but there was still a lot of
smoke.”
The fire was brought under control
by 10am.
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Bangor lecturer
receives nursing
award

A BANGOR University lecturer
has been awarded The Queen’s Nurse
Award in recognition of her work in
the healthcare sector.
Jane Wright, a lecturer at Bangor
University’s School of Healthcare
Sciences, received the award from
the Queen’s Nursing Institute, a
charity which focuses on the improvement of nursing care.
Jane spoke of her delight at receiving the award, saying: “To receive
such a prestigious award and recognition from a credible and highly regarded organisation is a tremendous
boost.
“I look forward to the knowledge
and innovation sharing opportunities available through the national
and regional networks, which I will
be able to transfer into the classroom
to enhance knowledge and awareness around the work of community
nurses.”

Bangor students to climb
Kilimanjaro

Jobs threatened
by Pontio costs
AN anonymous source from Bangor University, speaking to The Daily
Post, spoke of their worries that jobs
may be axed at the university due to
the spiralling costs of the Pontio Arts
Centre.
“It’s not just late but way over budget too. The initial cost was said to be
£37m but that has risen, officially, to
£44m.
“The overspend will have a serious
impact on the university’s reputation
and staff hope this will not be reflected in cuts being made to departmental budgets.”
However, a university spokesperson denied these claims: “There is
no truth to the suggestion that construction costs of Pontio could lead
to cuts at the University.”

Bangor student
takes to stage in
hacking
demonstration
BANGOR University student Jamie
Woodruff, a second-year student in
the School of Computer Sciences,
performed a live-hack on stage at a
‘Legislating for LulzSec’ event.
He made a presentation demonstrating the vulnerabilities of certain websites, and spoke to Boris
Johnson, who joined him on stage,
about the importance of educating
business leaders about the dangers
of hacking.
About the event, Jamie said: “I was
really excited and a little bit nervous
about participating in this event. “
The event was hosted by Innotech.

by EMILY HOULSTON-JONES

A

group of Bangor University
students will scale Kilimanjaro
this coming summer, in aid of
charity Dig Deep.
Kilimanjaro is both the highest
mountain in Africa and the highest
free-standing mountain in the world,
clocking in at 5895 metres. It presents
a formidable challenge to anyone wishing to climb it, though student Daniel
Blarney, group leader of the climb at
Bangor University, isn’t daunted by the
challenge.
Speaking to Seren, Daniel said, “This
is a fantastic opportunity as not only
does it offer us the opportunity of
a lifetime, to scale the highest free
standing mountain in the world, but it
also offers the opportunity to provide
real change in the places it is needed
the most.”
The trek is projected to take place

during late August 2015, though the
specific date is as yet unconfirmed.
The trek is a longstanding challenge;
with students across the UK taking
part each year. This coming trek, however, is the first one which Bangor students have the chance to participate
in.
The trek will help raise funds for Dig
deep, a charity which works with com-

local economy via the trek itself, with
local porters and guides being employed to assist on the trek.
Simon Franklin, a student at Birmingham University who took part
in the 2014 Kilimanjaro trek, is another enthusiastic participant: “It’s a
truly rewarding experience, particularly once your hard work pays off and
you reach your target. With so many

It’s a truly rewarding experience,
particuarly once your hard work pays
off...
munities in Kenya to break the cycle
of poverty, ill-education, and health
issues caused by a lack of clean water
and sanitation. Not only does the trek
raise money to support these communities, it also funnels money into the

people fundraising for the same cause
you feel part of a team with everyone
sharing advice, ideas and support and
I have made some great new friends
along the way.”
Dig Deep is still looking for Bangor

students to participate in the coming
trek, with information sessions being
held next week.
For any potential climbers scared to
take the leap and sign up for the challenge, group leader Daniel Blarney
has some rousing words: “You don’t
need to be an experienced mountain
climber to take on Kilimanjaro, you
just need a lot of spirit and determination. We are perfectly placed in Bangor to get some practice in though and
there will be plenty of opportunity for
us to head up into the mountains and
get prepared!”
Any students wishing to join the
Kilimanjaro trek are welcome to attend one of two drop-in sessions being held in Academi cinema room on
Tuesday November 25, or Thursday
November 27. Alternatively, you can
visit the Dig Deep website at www.
climbforcleanwater.org.

Bangor nominated for Postgrad award
by JOE KEEP

B

games@seren.bangor.ac.uk

angor’s Postgraduate Research
Methods teaching team were
nominated for the Prospects
Postgraduate Award for Best Teaching

Team in Business and Social Sciences.
The awards are one of a kind, focusing on best practices and developments within postgraduate education
throughout the year.
This year over 100 businesses, universities and students were nominated
across all of the categories. Bangor
were left to face off against three other
universities: Brighton, Edgehill and
London South Bank, and managed to
come in third on the awards evening
on 10 November, with Edgehill winning and London South Bank being

highly commended.
Julie Davies, one of the nominated
team said: “It’s fantastic that a student appreciated the learning experience we provided. All the School of
Psychology Teaching Team strive for
excellence in our teaching methods
- and I’m flattered to have this recognised at a national level.”
Fellow nominee Shanti Shanker said:
“This definitely means a lot for my
professional endeavours as an academic. It’s great that the students appreciate the extra effort it may take to

explain statistics. I would like to take
this moment to thank the students for
their questions which keep me on my
toes!”
Chief executive of Prospects, Mike
Hill, said of the awards and the way
they are being received: “We’re delighted at the response to these
awards, which are only in their second
year but already building momentum.
The calibre of entries demonstrates the
commitment and passion of the teams
involved.”
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Car thieves
warning from
Police

Ireland-Wales tunnel proposed
Proposed tunnel would run from Holyhead to Dublin
Idea first considered by Victorian engineers

by STEPHANIE YEABSLEY

C

deputy@seren.bangor.ac.uk

ILT, the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport, have
proposed the ‘Vision 2035’: a

Cymru Wales report which states that
Anglesey could be the home of a new
revolutionary tunnel link between Holyhead and Dublin.
Rhun Ap Iorwerth, a Plaid Cymru
Assembly Member said: “A sub-Irish
sea tunnel is an exciting idea, first considered by Victorian engineers. Others
have suggested tunnels from Pembrokeshire to Scotland, but clearly the
Anglesey economy could benefit from
having a fast train link from Holyhead

to Dublin. It is a long term goal, but we
need ambition.”
The tunnel, which could be built in
less than a century, will be dependent
on other modes of transport becoming more established. CILT’s vision
includes new energy efficient and time
saving modes of transport throughout
Wales including electrified railways
and improved transport technology.
Unfortunately, Councillor Trefor
Lloyd-Hughes has dismissed the plans

for the underwater tunnel, claiming
there are higher priorities in the region. At a projected cost of £15 billion
to complete the project he asked “Just
where are they going to get the money
from to fund the project?”
CILT claim that the tunnel would
eliminate the prospect of ferry cancellations due to adverse weather conditions and that the tunnel would be a
necessary and beneficial feature of
north Wales.

Facelift for Bangor Knife attack pair jailed
service station
by JOE KEEP

by JOE KEEP

B

angor service station, located
just off the A55, has plans to
be demolished and rebuilt with
a drive-through Starbucks which will
operate 24 hours a day by owners Euro
Garages. Plans also include the development of a Subway and could lead to
the creation of 40 jobs, an increase on
the 8 currently available.
The plan makes use of what is now
seen as unused elements of the service
station, by converting the redundant
lorry stop to the planned Starbucks

and a renovation of the existing service
station buildings to a higher standard.
Euro Garages agent, Town and
Country planning emphasised the increased amount of jobs in a supporting
statement to Gwynedd county council
and stressed: ‘It is our client’s intention
to modernise the current site which
has become dated and run down by
knocking down the existing buildings
and constructing a new one’
Plans are currently with Gwynedd
county council and the go-ahead will
only come if they are approved.

T

wo men have been jailed after
robbing and viciously assaulting a man with knives in Anglesey in February.
James Rutherford received36 stitches
after Kyle Gardener and William
Palmer, 20, invaded his home and
slashed his face and head before
robbing his home of money, a laptop,
phones and cannabis. The pair gained
entry to Rutherford’s home by imitating female voices and pushing a
stick through Rutherford’s letter box,
something Rutherford believed to be
a joke by his friends.
However, upon opening the top half
of his stable like door, Rutherford
found Gardener and Palmer outside,
who then began swearing and demanding drugs before climbing over

the door. Rutherford went to defend
himself by getting a kitchen knife.
Palmer and Gardener threatened to
harm his dog unless he abandoned
the weapon and made him sit on his
sofa where they began to slash his
head.
Judge Dafydd Hughes summarised
the attack as: “a sustained, frenzied
and unprovoked attack on a man
in his home in the dead of night,”’
before handing out jail terms to both
Gardener, who received 11 and a half
years, and Palmer, who received 9
and a half years.
Prosecutor Owen Edwards said: “He
(James Rutherford) still remains
utterly baffled as to why he was
targeted for such a violent offence.
He barely knew Mr Palmer and didn’t
know Mr Gardner.”

ON Friday November 7th North
Wales Police published a warning
on their website, urging car owners
to remain vigilant after several cars
were broken into in the Upper Bangor area of the city earlier that week.
Thieves targeted parked vehicles
in the Ffriddoedd Road, Prince’s
Road and Derwen Deg areas, where
valuables had been left inside and on
display.
Items stolen include a purse, Sat
Navs and jewellery.
Neil Thomas, District Inspector for
Bangor, said: “Whilst our enquiries
are ongoing, and officers have arrested two males in the area, I still need
to remind vehicle owners of the
need to remove personal property
and secure their vehicle at all times
to ensure that they do not become a
victim of crime.
“It takes only moments to break
into a car but the impact on victims
afterwards to repair the damage to
the vehicle and replace the items can
be time consuming and expensive
which can be avoided. Please take a
little extra time to check your vehicle when you leave it and if possible,
remove all items of value and finally
lock the vehicle.”
Officers will continue with the
Vcrat initiative in which vehicle
owners who have left valuables on
display will receive a letter through
the post warning them of the potential consequences of their actions.
Anyone who has any information
relating to the break-ins should contact police on 101 or call Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111,
quoting reference RC14175219.

Night-buses
return
to Bangor
NIGHT-BUSES are being restored
in Bangor following efforts by local
community members.
Changes made to the bus timetables
in the summer lead to widespread
protest among the local community
and condemnation from local politicians, after the last bus to Llanberis
began departing Bangor at the
earlier time of 5:45pm, leaving many
commuters in a lurch.
In response to these changes,
Deiniolen resident Alan Crawshaw
launched an online petition, which
soon gathered over 500 signatures.
Gwynedd Council bowed to pressure, restoring the 6:15pm and
8:15pm services from Bangor to
Llanberis.
Hywel Williams, MP for Arfon,
responded to the council’s decision,
saying: “I’m grateful to the council
for listening to local campaigners
by taking their deep concerns into
account.”
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Alun Ffred
Jones: Afron MP

Sheffield United say “no” to Ched Evans

United refuse to give convicted rapist Ched Evans a contract - but will this late decision spare their
reputation?

T

he Scottish independence referendum dispelled the widely
held view that people in general and the young in particular have
lost interest in the democratic process. The poll in September gave 16and 17-year-olds the right to vote for
the first time in the UK. More than
109,000 people in that age group registered to vote, and helped to boost the
turnout on polling day to a remarkable
87%, the highest in any poll in the UK
since the advent of universal suffrage
in 1918. This compares with 65% who
voted in the last UK general election.
A questionnaire filled in by 1,048
young people attending a TV debate in
Glasgow during the campaign found
that 97% of them thought university
tuition fees was the most important
issue to them. And a poll taken on referendum day found that young voters
were by far the most pro-independence age group, with 71 per cent voting Yes.
Not surprisingly, the enthusiastic engagement of young people in the referendum campaign has strengthened the
call for lowering the voting age from
18 to 16 in future UK elections. An alliance of youth organisations in Scotland is urging the Smith Commission,
set up to fast-track further powers to
Scotland after the No vote in the referendum, to make sure that teenagers
have the franchise in all future local
and national elections. In Wales the
First Minister Carwyn Jones is among
those who argue that lowering the voting age throughout the UK needs to be
looked at urgently in view of the Scottish experience.
It would be naïve to expect the enthusiasm generated by the Scottish
referendum to be reflected automatically in future elections in Wales and
elsewhere. But it presents a challenge
to us as politicians to present clear and
honest arguments to the electors and
to listen to their concerns. As a former
Bangor student, my advice is to the
present generation of students is to follow the young Scots’ example and engage fully with the democratic process.
At the very least, get out and use your
vote in every election.

by KATE BENN

S

heffield United revealed
last week that footballer
Ched Evans will not be offered a contract, despite having
returned to training earlier in
the week.
The 25-year-old was convicted
of raping a 19-year-old woman
in 2012, but has recently been
released from prison after serving half of his sentence. Many
were shocked when less than
a month later, Evans was reported to have begun training
again with Sheffield United, for
whom he formerly played. His
return sparked not only public,

but also political outrage. Paul
Blomfield, Sheffield Central's
Labour MP, said that the club's
move of taking Evans back
“sends a disturbing message to
young people and victims of
sexual violence.” In his vehement open letter to Sheffield
United, he rebuked the club's
decision, which he asserted was
“dragging our names through
the mud and dividing fans.”
He publicly urged United to
change their minds, and was
backed across the nation.
Deputy Prime Minister Nick
Clegg – MP for Sheffield Hallam – also weighed in on the
situation, stating that football-

ers have a “public responsibility to set an example for other
people”, revealing that he – like
Blomfield – was concerned
not only about the injustice of
allowing Evans back into the
club, but also about the longterm effects his return would
have on the public; in particular on victims of sexual crimes.
In an interview for LBC Radio,
he expressed that “the owners
need to think really long and
hard about the fact that when
you take a footballer on...you
are also taking on a role model.” Both Blomfield and Clegg,
it would seem, gave a voice to
the around 157,000 people who

have signed a petition against
Evans' return to the club.
Following this mass reaction
to the striker's return, Sheffield United have been forced
to publicly rescind any potential offer of a contract for Evans, but as Blomfield predicted,
the club's reputation is already
in jeopardy. With resignations
from three patrons, and with
high-profile names such as Jessica Ennis-Hill damning their
decision to welcome back the
“toxic” player in the first place,
it seems that Sheffield United
may have a lot of grovelling to
do.

Furious three fight back

by J.P. BEBBINGTON

A

s we all know, after winning
its first seat in Parliament
with former Tory Douglas
Carswell in October 2014, UKIP
were invited to be a part of the
first Leaders’ Debate for the 2015
General Election. It was reported
in the last issue that Plaid Cymru,
the Scottish National Party and the
Greens were unhappy with this
news - each of them having had
seats in Westminster and fairly significant public support for some
time - and were prepared to take
action, though at the time of print
nothing had been undertaken.
Since then, a petition with over
250,000 signatories online calling
for the inclusion of the Green Party, citing “fairness” and “democracy” as their main reasons, was
handed into the BBC on the 13th

November. At around the same
time a multilateral letter was sent
to the BBC calling for the debates
to “reflect the diversity and support enjoyed by other parties”, not
merely those of the main parties
and UKIP. They argue that they
Greens have the support of over
250,000 people, that support for
the SNP is at a record high, while
Plaid Cymru have been in the
House of Commons since 1966.
Obviously they are not without
support but, most importantly,
they don’t argue solely about politics and dwell on statistics, rather
“a strong sense of what is right and
fair.” The letter was undersigned by
members of the Green and Labour
parties, Plaid Cymru, the SNP and
several members of the House of
Lords.
While as of yet there has been
no response to the letter (which

can be found at http://greenparty.
org.uk) from the BBC, it has previously said that it makes “judgements about coverage” based on
“evidence of past and present electoral cycles”, though it has opened
a consultation on its draft election
guidelines. It has also been said
that UKIP is (and has been) polling far higher than the Greens and
that, as regional, not national, parties, Plaid Cymru and the SNP do
not need to be a part of national
debates, but that there would be
separate Leaders’ Debates in Scotland and Wales.
It would appear that the only major parties not to make any complaints about this are the Northern
Irish parties Sinn Féin and the Ulster Unionists.
The SNP are, of course, unhappy
with being left out and as a gesture of “fraternity” last week Plaid

Cymru leader Leanne Wood gave
a speech at the SNP party conference, where she asked for them to
be accepted into the debates, and
called it “unacceptable” that the
people of the UK are denied “the
opportunity to hear and scrutinise
all the major party leaders of all
the nations.
Some critics have argued that
there is more than political elitism
at work here: that the exclusion of
these parties is proof of the continued existence and permeation of
the “Old Boys’ Club” in British politics, as the leaders of each of the
aforementioned parties are female.
Regardless of personal political
position, it is clear that this will
continue to be a highly contentious issue until the election next
year. Remember to vote!
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Ida is an international student working in liasion with
the international office. Every
issue she’ll write about her
experiences in Bangor.

by IDA VÄISÄNEN

F

Misogyny a thing
of the past?
Apparently Not

by IONA PINCHES

I

always believed as a young woman heading out into the big wide
world that I was fortunate to be
in the position I am, a world of equal
rights, gender equality and equal opportunities. News over the past few
weeks has however contradicted such
beliefs. Last week the World Economic Forums revealed that Britain ranks
26th in the world in terms of gender
equality, meaning we have dropped 17
places in the last 20 years. This disturbs me greatly, in a society where
women fought so hard for their rights
how could this possibly have happened?
Now before I go on, this isn’t about
man bashing, or talking men down.
Whilst I am proud to call myself a
feminist I don’t have a deep dislike
for men or any such nonsense. Feminism is simply the advocacy of gender
equality; this is purely about what is
right and what is fair.
The growth in ‘lad culture’, I believe,
is partially to blame. I am so sick of

turning on the tv to programmes like
“Sun, Sex and Suspicious Parents” to
watch groups of young men challenging each other to ‘get with’ the most
‘ugly’ girl in the club, or games to the
same degree. I find this so utterly dehumanising, especially in the name of
‘fun’.
Even more disgusting to me is the
endorsement of such behav-

can’t quite get my head round the idea
that the encouragement of sexism,
sexual violence and the violation of
human dignity can be brushed off on
the guise of character comedy.
Whilst O’Reilly himself argues not
to share such misogynistic views, the
same cannot be said for the individuals who find humour in such vulgarity. After taking to twitter to voice

Britain ranks 26th in the world in
terms of gender equality. Down 17
places in the last 20 years
iour through public figures such as
Dapper Laughs. This is a man who
labels himself as a comedian and pick
up artist, providing young men the
advice “show her your penis. If she
cries she’s just playing hard to get.”
Footage has also been released of him
telling a female audience member that
she was “gagging for a rape”. Daniel
O’Reilly has now said Dapper Laughs
was merely a character who does not
represent his own views.
Regardless of this statement I still

her opinions on the matter of Dapper Laughs, usvsth3m journalist Abi
Wilkinson received lash back from
the twitter fandom, with sexist abuse
ranging from name calling to other
more personal and equally disgusting
comments, with the recurring argument ‘it’s just a bit of fun’. Such opinions genuinely scare me, with the normalisation of sexism becoming once
again more common, at times it feels
that we are a stones throw away from
a male/female hierarchy that has been

so ardently fought against for generations.
Misogyny is NOT something to be
laughed at, brushed off or taken in jest.
If we begin to accept this as a wider
society we devalue women, allowing
them to feel belittled and promoting a
greater division in gender equality.

COMING HOME

inland has different dates for
Mother’s and Father’s Days to
the UK, with Mother’s Day in
May and Father’s Day in November.
This year it happened to be on the
same weekend as my reading week.
It wasn’t the only reason for me
to go home, but without thinking it
further I asked my mom not to tell
dad about the visit. It’ll be a surprise.
I never pull elaborate surprises normally. This time I did.
When I moved abroad, I vowed
not to visit home for only a few days.
The Christmas and Easter holidays
would be more than enough. Of
course I felt a sting in my chest every
time someone would announce they
were going home for the weekend or
even a day, but I reasoned that it’s different with me, the distance and all.
This time it really was different.
My time abroad has made me
realise how I’m no longer part of the
everyday life of my friends or family.
Of course they are just a message or
a call away, but I don’t know more
about their daily lives than what
they tell me as I’m no longer living it
with them. This is an aspect anyone
living farther than down the road
from where they grew up faces, but
it becomes even more concrete while
living abroad. You learn to live with
it, but sometimes you need to decide
what matters more; the ache that
you can’t stay home for long or getting some additional time with your
loved ones when possible.
So how did my surprise turn out?
Dad had no idea I was coming over,
he wasn’t expecting me home before
Christmas. I called him from the arrivals, chit chatted for a minute and
then said: “Happy Father’s day in advance. I just got out of the plane. Can
you come pick me up?”
Was his reaction worth it? It really
was.
If you are looking for something
fun to do before Christmas, there is a
trip to Manchester on Saturday 29th
November. The Christmas market
will be on! Depart 9am from outside
Main Arts Building (Back in Bangor
by around 8pm). The tickets are £17/
£7 for children. The tickets for any
trip can be purchased online from:
http://shop.bangor.ac.uk/. Alternatively you can buy them from the
International Student Support Office
(cash only) - Ground floor of Rathbone Hall. A limited number of tickets are available, be quick!
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INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW
2014/2015 SEREN SUB-EDITORS

We interviewed this years sub-editors to find out why they chose their new Seren role,
and also asked them their ‘dream...’ question...

NEWS

Emily Houlston-Jones
news@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why News?
After a year of doing politics I was up
for a new challenge. News seemed
ideal.
Dream News Story?
Pigeons to invade every lecture hall
and exam. Or anything involving
animals, like “University gives students fluffy kittens.”

MUSIC
Hedd Thomas

music@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why music?
I presented a nusic radio show
for a number of years and thought
I’d venture into the world of print
media as well.
Dream cover?
Norah Jones and Andrea Bocelli
singing: ‘Let’s call the whole thing
off ’

HEALTH & BEAUTY
Emily Rimmer

beauty@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Health & Beauty?
I am an avid user of all things beauty and love trying new products
and ideas in beauty and thought I
would pass these on to readers.
Dream product?
Chanel Make Up.

POLITICS
Kate Greer

politics@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why politics?
I enjoy talking about current
events and wanted to get some
experience of what working for a
newspaper would be like.
Dream debate?
Harry Potter’s Dolores Umbridge v Ed
Milliband. The idea of her wiping the
floor with Milliband is hilarious.

TV
Ryan Jones

tv@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why TV?
I’m a big fan of TV and it’s a great
excuse to keep watching Netflix
without feeling guilty.
Dream TV show?
A hunger game esque setup with all
of our favourite characters facing off
against each other.

FASHION
Eleanor Hirst

fashion@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Fashion?
I am really interested in how clothing has political consequences and
how people react to trends.
Dream clothing item?
Anything made out of faux-fur or
leather for the winter months. It’s
my favourite trend.

COMMENT
Iona Pinches

comment@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Comment?
I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t opinionated - I think it’s healthy to have a
good moan!
Dream rant?
People assume I’m pronouncing
my own name wrong. This might
be Wales but my name isn’t pronounced ‘Yonna.’

FILM
Liam Shipton

film@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Film?
We are currently seeing some of the
best films ever. This is an extremely
exciting time to write about film.
Dream Film casting?
Al Pacino in a Quentin Tarantino film,
before Al dies or Quentin retires.

TRAVEL
Kayla Jones

travel@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why travel?
Traveling is the one way we can
instantly change, grow and learn. To
encourage others to explore, is why
I love doing this page.
Dream destination?
Chicago, Illinois. Check it out. New
York is overrated.

SCIENCE
Chris Glass

science@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Science?
After being an environment minion
for a year I thought I’d give science
a go!
Dream discovery?
A way to make procrastination
productive.

GAMES & GADGETS
Joe Keep

games@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Games & Gadgets?
Games make up my free time, I’m
always looking for the next great
game to sink my teeth into.
Dream Game or Gadget?
To see an end to repetitive, yearly
games and the influx of creativity
and exciting new ideas.

FOOD & DRINK
Olivia Bence

food@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why food & drink?
I like finding out about new and
unique ways to make food more
interesting and not forgetting,
affordable.
Dream drink or dish?
Anything with Nutella in it, absolutely love it !

ENVIRONMENT
Richard Dallison

environment@seren.bangor.ac.uk

Why Environment?
I helped write and edit the page in
my second year as a minion for the
last editor.
Dream environment news?
World reaches 100% energy production from renewables.

BOOKS
Jack Upton
books@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Books?
Because there’s nothing more
incredible than seeing people share
their ideas, emotions and thoughts
over a book. It’s inspiring.
Dream novel?
My dream would be collecting reviews on the novel I’m working on.

SPORT
Scott Willey

sport@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Why Sport?
I like supporting the university’s
clubs and finding out about other
sports.
Dream match?
Bangor vs. Aber Handball Varsity
match - they don’t have a team so
we can’t compete.
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Across
1. The new ... center was officially opened recently
4. This charity changes the name of a month
5. The #What...feelslike-campaign
6. A show that has just returned, The...
8. Stephanie loved her dinner at...’s!
9. Kayla’s dream destination
10. The ... club recently played its first-ever home
matches
13. The future of...
14. Is ... still leading the pack?
Down
2. Chris dreams of making ... productive
3. Max Factor is now a ... years old!
7. The name you need to pronounce right
11. Which place recently renewed its opening hours?
12. A Welsh wizard

BEFORE
SUDOKU!
EASY

HARD

Look at the
‘identical’
photos of our
team, can you
AFTER
find the five
differences?

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
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Concert Band are all B
about that Brass

by JONATHAN WORSLEY

angor university Concert
band is a musical ensemble
made up of wind, brass and
percussion players, or as some like
to think of it, an orchestra without
strings (plus a few interesting additions)! We have an upcoming joint
Christmas concert with the university Brass Band on Sunday the 7th
of December, at 2:30pm in P.J. hall
(main arts building) to celebrate
the festive spirit. Together we will
be playing an eclectic mix of music,
ranging from arrangements of popular music, classical music, pieces
written especially for concert band
and brass band, plus a wide range of
film music that promises to contain
your favourite movie melodies. Additionally there will be well known
carols and hymns that we warmly
welcome (and encourage) everyone
to sing along with.
During the interval a charity cake
sale will be held and hot and cold
refreshments will be available to
help combat the winter chill. As a
bonus treat a brass ensemble will
be playing as you enter as well as a
saxophone quartet during the interval, to ensure you receive constant
Christmas entertainment from the
moment you step into the hall until
the moment you leave!
The concert is open for everyone
to watch, and because it is taking
place on the day after the university
symphony orchestra performance it

is the perfect opportunity for friends
and relatives that have watched that
to catch some extra local entertainment before saying goodbye. Since
it
starts at 2:30pm in the early afternoon there is enough time to grab
lunch beforehand and plenty of
time for travelling home afterwards.
It is also worthwhile to consider attending our joint concert if you have
been wanting to access more ‘classical’ styles of music but don’t know
where to start. We are playing pieces
you are guaranteed to know so you
will feel right at home, plus who can
resist a good old-fashioned Christmas sing along?
Prices are £1 for students/concessions and £2 for adults.
Concert band rehearse every Sunday from 4:30pm-6:30pm usually in
the P.J. hall and are always looking
for new members. If you play a wind,
brass or percussion instrument of
any ability we invite you to attend
a rehearsal to see if it is something
that would interest you. No auditions are required, just turn up with
your instrument and play - we even
have some instruments to lend out
for practising and performing if you
don’t have one in Bangor.
Like us on Facebook (Bangor
University Concert Band/Bangor
University Brass Band) and follow
us on Twitter (@BUconcertband/@
BangorUniBrass) for more information or to be made aware of future
performances.

#Whatnormalfeelslike

by SARAH JONES

W

hat is normal for your boobs? It’s a question that not
enough women can answer
as they do not check regularly and
those that do, often struggle to find
the words to best describe what is
normal for them. This term, breast
cancer awareness charity CoppaFeel!
are on a mission to get Britain talking
about boobs and what feels normal
for you!
This year CoppaFeel! Uni Boobs
Teams across the country are asking students to get involved in the
#Whatnormalfeelslike campaign by
asking students to describe their
boobs using a descriptive word. Uni
Boob Team Bangor are no different!
Since Serendipity we’ve been in and
around campus raising awareness of
the signs and symptoms of breast
cancer.
In the month of October we’ve been
organising events that have been
fun, and all about BOOBS! We had
our own fundraising week, in which
we organised cake sales and boob
events to get the message across to
the students of Bangor. Our biggest
event was our Dodgeboob tournament which took place in Canolfan
Brailsford and saw various societies
and AU clubs compete to become

the winners.. Due to the success of
the event, we hope to host a similar
event in February, so keep your eyes
peeled on our Facebook and Twitter
pages for more updates.
After an incredible week of fundraising, we finally got round to
counting up our total amount
raised…..£533.25! We are thrilled to
have had that amount of support
from Bangor students throughout
the week, and hope that they will
continue to support the society and
charity work that we do throughout
the year.
CoppaFeel!’s aim is to be at every
University in the UK. This year the
campaign is being supported by
Boux Avenue who have equipped
teams with lots of merchandise and
a 20% discount to bouxavenue.com
for every student who signs up to
the CoppaFeel! SMS reminder! Further helping the teams promote
CoppaFeel!’s important message;
that knowing your boobs could
save your life. Just Text ‘BANGOR’
to 70500 for your free text reminder
service.
We’ve got many more events in the
planning, so find us on Facebook:
CoppaFeel Bangor Uni Boob Team,
and on Twitter: @UBTBangor

Part of a society? Want to be featured in Seren? Maybe you have a big event coming up? Maybe the event has already happened? Whatever your society news you should definitely get in touch!
All you have to do is send us an email: editor@seren.bangor.ac.uk
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Debate talk cannabis

by CHRIS FAROUK HUSSAIN
edited/referee: LUCY GRIMES

O

n Friday 15th November, the
Bangor University Debating Society hosted the first
Grand Debate of the academic year.
The topic: “Should cannabis be legalised in Wales?”, produced an intense
debate, with both teams providing
strong arguments for and against the
motion, and with a bit of theatre and
pantomime as well from the passionate debaters. Guest Hywel Williams

gave a solid performance as chair of
the debate. The local MP for Arfon,
who is well accustomed to debates
in the House of Commons, ensured
that all team members kept within
the time limit when proposing their
arguments, and on occasion maintained a sense of calm when the debate became heated.
The two teams consisted of students of Bangor University, on the
proposition team: Adam Palmer, Jack
Petts-Louis, Rúairi Mcllroy and Joseph Clark, argued the case that cannabis should be legalised in Wales,

Meet Unity

by J.P.BEBBINGTON

U

nity is the LGBTQ+ or, to be
more inclusive, the LGBTQQIP2SAA+ society at Bangor.
They firmly hold that all people, regardless of gender and sexual orientations, race, religion, political views,
age, physical and mental abilities
or nation, are equally deserving of
respect, and hold a strict zero-tolerance policy towards any form of
discrimination.
They constantly work with the Student Union, the University and the
wider community to find new ways
to support and promote equality
and recognition and to create a safe
environment for students and members of our wondrously diverse community. There’s a weekly LGBTea at

Bar Uno every Saturday afternoon.
frequent LGBTQ+ film nights and a
monthly pub crawl. It’s always fun,
and everyone is welcome to join in.
While there’s plenty of excitement
and things to celebrate it’s not all
fun and games. On Thursday 20th
November Unity held its annual
candle-lit vigil for the Transgender
Day of Remembrance as part of
Transgender Awareness Month,
honouring and remembering all
those around the world who have
lost their lives because of transphobia and ignorance, and fighting to
wipe out transphobia for good.
If you’re a part of the LGBTQ+ community, or believe in equality and
support those who are, why not join
in? Help to make Bangor a fairer,
more open and simply better place.

citing such arguments as the economic benefit of legalisation, and the
benefit of regulated supply by government and licensed tenders. On
the opposition team: Andrew Smith,
Jonas Vogel, Daniel Blaney, Yaseen
Sheikh, focused more on the potential negative health consequences
of cannabis consumption, especially
where legalisation increased overall demand of the drug. The final
speaker, Yaseen Sheikh closed the
debate with a confident, boisterous
display that only the applause of
the audience could bring to an end.

Members of the audience then asked
questions, including the impact of
the legalisation of cannabis on Wales
specifically.
At the conclusion of the debate, the
first and second votes were counted
and showed that most participants in
the debate were in favour of the legalisation of cannabis and that both
teams were evenly matched on the
day. The first votes were collected
before the debate, where 49 voted
in favour of the proposition, 8 voted
against and 3 abstained. The second
votes taken at the end of the debate

and after questions from the audience, showed only a slight change
in views – 47 voted in favour of the
proposition, down 2 from the first
vote, whilst 8 voted against and 2 abstained. In all, the event was a great
success, and the Bangor University
Debating Society hopes the next
debate, on Feminism, on the 2nd
December in the Drama Rehearsal
Room, will provide an equally fascinating spectacle.
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UNION
Disabled
Students
Forum

THE Disabled Students’ Forum
provides an opportunity to meet
students with other disabilities in
order to build communities and get
to know new people throughout the
University. Both Lydia Richardson,
your VP Education and Welfare as
well as your Disabled Students’ Senator, Lexi Whittaker, will be working
towards developing this forum to
ensure it is a hub for feedback and
development. It will allow for discussion of topics such as access, funding
and awareness campaigns, for example, where the feedback will be used
to improve your student experience
at Bangor. Students who have all had
different experiences will be given
the opportunity to create a more
inclusive environment that is enjoyable for everyone. We hope to have
the forum up and running in the
next few weeks. If you would like to
know more, feel free to get in touch
via email with Lydia at lydia.richardson@bangorstudents.com, Lexi at
hiu03e@bangor.ac.uk or pop into
the Students’ Union!

Annual
Student
Statement
THE Annual Student Statement is
one of our proudest pieces of work.
You can read our statements on
our website, but put simply, it’s a report entirely based on what you tell
us about your academic experience.
From books on shelves, to computer
labs, to feedback on your work and
module choices.
We work with the University to implement recommendations on how
you can work in partnership with the
University to improve your experience by shaping how you’re taught,
how you progress and how you want
your experience to look and feel.
It’s your education, and we believe
that you’re the experts, so it should be
us students informing decisions.
Head to our website to view the last
two years’ Statements.

House
of
Horrors
HERE at the Students’ Union, we are
looking for the worst pictures you
can find of damp, mold, bad windows, grimy kitchens, insecure doors
and other student housing blunders!
Think you have some horrible housing? Send us your photos to lydia.
richardson@bangorstudents.com

Students’ Union
reacts to strike

U

CU, one of the campus University staff Trade Unions,
have announced that they will
be participating in a marking boycott
which began on the 6th of November.
Members of UCU have been balloted
to take strike action over changes to
the national pension scheme, USS.
Bangor Students’ Union is currently
in discussions with the University and
the Bangor University College Union
(UCU) over this action, and its potential effect on you.
This took effect from 6th November
and, according to public statements
released by UCU and briefing documents circulated by NUS, this will
mean academic staff will not set exams
or coursework assignments, and nor
will they mark any work, either written or practical.
Bangor Students’ Union supports

trade union members’ right to strike,
and has consistently called for a properly funded, sustainable Higher Education system across the UK. We do
not want to see you, our members, disadvantaged by this action and will be
meeting with both UCU and the University to ensure that the impact of industrial action on you is minimal. We
fully support the staff taking action
but also want to ensure that students’
interests are safeguarded, and encourage all parties to continue discussions
in the hope that a solution is found as
quickly as possible.
Rhys Taylor, SU President said: “I
just want to make it absolutely clear
that we will and are taking action to
ensure that students’ interests are safeguarded. I met with the University to
discuss the action and emphasised
that the University must do everything

that it can to ensure that students are
able to progress from second year to
third year and graduate from University. The University is now looking at
what options are available to ensure
that this can happen if the current situation deteriorates, and are confident
that progression and graduation will
not be affected.
In our statement we noted that we
support the staff taking action, and
earlier on in our statement we noted
that as a Union ourselves, we support
strike action and Union’s right to take
action on issues and decisions that are
detrimental to its members. This is a
really difficult situation, as a Union we
support other Unions taking action
on issues that affect them, however we
appreciate that this action affects our
members and that is why we are taking steps to protect students as best as

we can.
We also recognise that this action
is as a result of the underfunding of
Higher Education in Wales and the
UK, and that this action will put pressure on the UK and Welsh Governments to reconsider funding for Higher Education Institutions.
I am meeting with the trade union
committee this week and will be urging them not to take action to the
point where students’ ability to graduate will be in danger, and I will meet
with the Vice Chancellor to put pressure on him to support the Union’s
calls for a renegotiation on the current
proposals for pensions reform.
I hope this clarifies our position and
we’ll be updating everyone on our social media when we know more.”

Make sure we’re in Win a Kindle Fire
before May 2015 F

E

LECTORAL registration has
changed in the UK. Where we
could be block registered to
vote in halls or in our houses, it’s now
an individual’s responsibility to get
themselves onto the electoral register.
It gets people engaging in our democracy, but it also has potential to wipe
thousands off the register – leaving
thousands without a voice.
On 7 May 2015 millions will head
to the ballot box to determine who
will govern Britain for the next five
years. Yet on 7 May, young people up
and down the country won’t turn out
to vote. Our voices will go unheard

by a system that continues to let us
down. We’ll continue to be let down
by politicians who fail to speak on our
behalf at a time when the odds are already against us. Continually let down
by a system that makes decisions to
the detriment of our generation and
generations to come.
If you’d like to join a team of
canvassers to get out on the streets
and engage students in the process of
registering to vote ahead of the 2015
General Election and be paid for up
to 37 hours a week at £7.11 an hour,
for more information head to the SU
website.

OR the past three years, we’ve
run a survey for all students to
take, that aims to inform our
work in the Students’ Union, and this
year we are giving away five Kindle
Fire tablets to some lucky students
who complete our survey.
Simply by taking this survey, you’re
helping students win!
This survey has helped us improve
life for students at the University in
countless ways, from a 24 hour library during term time, Wednesday
afternoons’ free for all and free membership of clubs and societies for all
students.
Every response we get makes it easier for you to see the changes that you
want to see at your University.
Head to the bangorstudents.com
to complete the survey!
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UNION
Connect@
Bangor
by LYDIA RICHARDSON

Bangor Students’ Union community project
1 of 10 selected nationally
Love Bangor to launch six projects in its initial year
by RHYS TAYLOR
Bangor Students’ Union has again
been successful in securing funding
from the National Union of Students
to launch the Love Bangor Community Partnership this year. We are one
of ten Students’ Unions across the UK
who have been successful in securing
funding and support, and this is the
second year that Bangor has been a
formal partner of priority NUS work
and campaigns.
Love Bangor will see six projects
launched in its initial year, including Landlord Awards which were
launched in 2013/14.
These projects are;
Housing Hand – supporting students in finding accommodation in
the private rental sector in Bangor.
Community Wardens – supporting

local collaboration and relationships
between student and non-student
residents.
Community Hub – an online resource for everyone in Bangor on
community issues and services.
Tenants’ Forum – held regularly
throughout the year, the Forum will
bring people together to campaign
for change in
housing.

Landlord Awards – will award the
best of Bangor’s landlords, generating
competition in Bangor and improving
standards and practice.
We are also employing two student
interns on the Living Wage to support
the projects and wider Partnership in
its initial stages (more information
soon).
Love Bangor is the first Community
Partnership of its kind, devolving power from organisations and traditional
lead-

WE ARE ONE OF 10
UNIONS IN THE UK WHO
HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN
SECURING THE NECESSARY
FUNDING
Community Forum – this Forum
will shape discussions, relationships,
projects and campaigns locally between people across Bangor.

ers,
and bringing people together to use
their collective power to achieve positive change.
The Partnership is built upon community organising tactics and is fo-

cussed upon core themes as identified
following talking and listening to studentss and residents. The core themes
of the Partnership are;
Sustainability
Waste & Recycling
Housing & Appearance
Citizenship & Democracy
Noise
The Partnership will provide a space
and a platform where people can come
together to influence the change that
they wish to see in their communities, working as collectives rather than
organisations working on people’s behalf. The community organising tactics that the Partnership is built upon
will also shape the way in which the
Students’ Union works with students
and communities to achieve change,
and in the next three years that change
is making the voices of students too
loud for any politician to ignore.

HAVE you always wanted to go to a
university society but didn’t want to
go by yourself? Would you like some
company while doing your weekly
shopping? Would you like to make
friends at University but need someone to support you?
Connect@Bangor is a brand new
volunteering service for Bangor University with trained volunteers who
are happy to help. Connect@Bangor
is a project that aims to befriend students who face barriers in engaging
with student life. Being matched with
one of the volunteers you’ll be able
to get the most out of university life.
Whether that’s through clubs and societies, shopping, visiting the gym or
simply going for a coffee. This is the
only project of its kind in Bangor recognising the importance of enabling
students to take part in activities
which establish a strong network of
friendship during their time at Bangor.
Simply email svbconnect@bangorstudents.com with your name and
availability for an initial meeting. You
will then be matched with a volunteer
and soon be attending events you’ve
always wanted to. For more information look at Bangor university’s
welfare page at www.undeb.bangor.
ac.uk/welfare/connect. There you
can read more about the service and
read information on each volunteer
who can befriend you.
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SCIENCE

In Brief
Bird flu
returns

LAST week a duck breeding farm in
Yorkshire had to cull all 6000 of its
ducks due to a confirmed case of bird
flu. While the case is not he H5N1
strain, which can be deadly to humans, the outbreak could still case
serious financial issues for surrounding farmers. 20 miles away from the
affected farm lies a turkey farm with
over 1000 birds, with Christmas fast
approaching turkey farmers around
the country are hoping that the Environment Agency react quickly
and contain the outbreak. The main
priority is to ensure that local wild
birds are not infected, especially
those at the nearby RSPB reserve as
they could easily spread the disease
around the local area. It is thought
that the disease was spread by migratory birds, probably swans, from Europe and there is likely to be a link to
cases confirmed in the Netherlands
and Germany earlier this month

Risk of rabies
outbreak
THE Dogs Trust has warned the government that dogs being transported
to the UK from Eastern Europe are
increasing the chances of a rabies
outbreak here in the UK. Rabies kills
55,000 people every year and dogs
are the source of 99% of the 15million rabies cases treated every year,
40% of cases are in children under
15. Footage gathered by the Dogs
trust has shown vets in Hungary and
Lithuania creating false passports
and papers for animals destined for
the UK. Most of these puppies are
not vaccinated or are too young,
rabies vaccines are ineffective on
puppies under 15 weeks. The EU’s
new Pet Travel Scheme that allows
animals to travel between counties
without a quarantine period or blood
tests has caused a huge increase in
the number of puppies entering the
UK from Lithuania, 293 in 2011 up
to 2102 in 2013 this does not include
those smuggled illegally.

Rosetta mission touches down

by KIRSTY ELLIOTT

N

ASA might be the name we
all think of for its space programme, but in the last few
weeks it’s been all about ESA, the European Space Agency.
The International Rosetta Mission
began in November 1993 when it was
approved as a cornerstone mission for
the ESA’s horizons 2000 programme.
Between then and its launch on the
2nd march 2004, scientists and engineers have worked hard to develop an
orbiter and lander packed with more
than 20 pieces of scientific kit capable
of the most detailed study of a comet
ever attempted. Rosetta will even help
scientists on the road to understand-

The space
between space
A RECENT article published in the
journal Science has told of a recent
study suggesting that half of the stars
in the universe are outside of galaxies.
The study conducted by NASA used
two infra-red cameras mounted on
rockets which photographed the sky.
Once this had been repeated twice,
the data could be analysed and image interference from dust and also
galaxies could be filtered out. The remaining light supports the idea that
there are stars outside galaxies, which
have been flung out during galactic
collisions.
Despite some scientist believing this
light is from other distant galaxies,
researchers are confident that this
is not the case, as if it were the light
would appear redder. This study has
created some big questions about the
space between space.

ing the beginnings of all life on earth.
The 12 year adventure takes Rosetta on an initial 10 year journey from
Earth through asteroid belts and into
deep space to the comet, a distance
of 5 times that of the earth to the sun
away from its starting point. A further
2 years then spent studying the comet
and escorting it during its journey
around the sun.
Once reaching approximately 80,000
km from the comet approach could
begin, taking place between May and
August this year. The approach allowed the first HD pictures of the
comet to be sent to earth along with
vital information on its size, shape and
rotation.

• Attendees discuss the planting scheme

After this initial approach Rosetta
arrived at the comet on the 6th August 2014 and entered an orbital stage.
From a distance of 25km the comet’s
surface was mapped and characterised
in great detail, eventually picking out
5 potential landing sites for the lander
referred to as Philae. On the 15th October 2014 the final landing site was
chosen.
On 12 November 2014 the Philae
was released from the orbiter and
delivered to the surface of the comet
from a distance of 3km, touchdown
takes place at walking a pace of 1km/s.
On the 13th November the Philae
landed on the comet! Earth received
the first panoramic image of the comet

on the 14th November. While on the
surface of the comet the Philae takes
measurements using the 11 built in
scientific instruments recording information on the nature of the comet’s ice
and organic crust.
The next stage of the mission will
begin in December 2014, entering
the Escort phase of the mission. Rosetta will escort the comet during its
approach and orbit around the Sun,
observing what happens to its icy nucleus as it approaches and travels away
from the sun.
The Rosetta mission will end in December 2015 as the comet once again
passes close to Earth’s orbit, more than
4000 days after its adventure began.

• Sam Herniman gives a guided tour to visitors

Treborth hosts
Chinese garden thinktank

by SAM HERNIMAN

A

group of plant enthusiasts,
spiritualists, and Chinese culturists met Sunday afternoon
at Treborth Botanic Garden (TBG) to
discuss the development of the Two
Dragons Garden. The Two Dragons
Garden is part of a project funded by
the Confucius Institute to create a medicinal Chinese garden, in what was
formerly known as the Trochodendron border. This project is a partnership between TBG, Chinese Union of

Botanic Gardens, the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh, Botanic Gardens
Conservation International and the
Confucius Institute at Bangor University. The garden is being created as
a symbol of the knowledge exchange
currently going on between TBG and
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanic Garden in Yunnan, China.
Attendees were given a tour of the
site under development upon arrival
and then were greeted by student, Sam
Herniman. A short introduction into
the progress of the project was given

by lecturer, Dr. Sophie Williams and a
lecture on Chinese garden design was
given by Lu Shanshan, an intern from
China on a one year placement at the
Confucius Institute.
Finally, attendees were split into
groups to discuss the planting schemes
of different sections of the garden.
Those involved in the design of the
project used this period to take advantage of the vast knowledge present at
the workshop.
The Two Dragons Garden will showcase the use of medicinal plants in

Chinese culture and will have a tea
room, pavilion and meditation space
available for use. Planting of the site
will commence in the spring under the
watchful eye of Merlin Townsend, an
expert in landscaping.
Students and members of the public wishing to visit the garden or
get involved are encouraged to visit
Treborth Botanic Garden on Wednesdays and Fridays when volunteers and
staff are available.
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In Brief

Trees injected
with garlic
A WOODLAND estate in North-

No scientific reason to ban
fracking in the EU

by RICHARD DALLISON

T

he
European
Academics
Science Advisory Council
(EASAC) has warned this week
that fracking in Europe will not be a
“silver bullet” in terms of future energy
security and emissions cutting, but did
say that there was no scientific or technical grounds to ban the controversial
technique. The announcement comes
after measures have been taken to replace potentially harmful additives in
the mixture used to extract the gas and
new requirements mean companies
have to disclose the chemicals used
in the fracking process, greatly reducing the environmental impacts of the
process.

EASAC has also warned that the
scale of shale gas extraction in the
EU may have been overestimated and
the viability of extracting in different EU states remains uncertain.
The organisation has also stated that
claims that shale exploitation can help
cut emissions, by using gas to replace
coal-fired power stations, is dependent on avoiding accidental methane
emissions from escaping gas during
the drilling and extraction process,
and after wells are closed.
The Council did admit that there
was still some way to go however on
convincing the public of the benefits
of hydraulic fracturing and educating
them about the actual risks associated
with the process in order to raise pub-

lic acceptance of fracking.
In a statement, Peter Burri of EASAC
said, “while there is no scientific or
technical reason to ban hydraulic fracturing, there are clear rules to be followed: companies must work harder to
obtain societal approval to operate, by
engaging stakeholders in constructive
dialogue and working towards agreed
outcomes. Trust is critically important
for public acceptance; requiring openness, a credible regulatory system and
effective monitoring. Data on additives used and the results of monitoring to detect any water contamination
or leakages of gas before, during and
after shale gas operations should be
submitted to the appropriate regulator
and be accessible for the affected com-

munities.”
The fracking process involves pumping water, chemicals and sand at high
pressure underground to fracture
shale rock and release the gas trapped
within, wells can be drilled horizontally, leading to fears that exploration
could take under private property. The
UK government has pushing for the
development of a shale gas industry
recently, claiming it would create jobs
and growth, reduce energy prices and
cut the country’s reliance on gas imports. However, opponents have raised
fears that the process causes earthquakes, can pollute water supplies,
lead to inappropriate development in
the countryside and damage house
prices.

amptonshire is trialling a new
scheme that sees trees injected with
a concentrated form of garlic to help
protect them from deadly diseases;
the scheme is operating under an experimental government license. Garlic is one of nature’s most powerful
antibacterial and antifungal agents,
containing a compound called allicin which scientist are trying to harness. An eight-tubed injection system that injects the solution evenly
around the tree has been developed
to allow the tree to spread the solution throughout itself through the
process transpiration. The system is
eventually hoped to be used to protect trees of historic and sentimental
value from disease, as the method is
too expensive and impractical to be
widely used.

UK advises
China on
sustainability

CHINA is taking advice from experts
in the UK on how to avoid unsustainable sprawling cities, in an effort
to improve future emission levels in
the country. The team will address
mayors in China on building cities
that do not damage the environment; by building dense urban areas
with carbon low buildings and good
public transport links. The advice is
being sort from European experts as
cities in Europe are seen as an example of best practice in China, furthermore, China is suffering from a crisis
of agricultural land, so high-density
planning has many benefits.

Twitter storm
for Mensch

Seals savagely slaughted at Black
Rock Sands
by GEMMA SIMMONS

C

oncerns are growing following the gruesome discovery
of 3 dead seals on Morfa Bychan beach, otherwise known as Black
Rock Sands, Near Porthmadog. The
common seals (Phoca vitulina), are
believed to have been deliberately
killed, with one of the seals having
serious head injuries and another
gruesomely beheaded. The grisly discovery was made by a member of the
public taking a morning walks along
the beach, the person, who wishes to
remain nameless said, “There is no

reason why anyone would want to kill
such a creature, but judging by the
remains of the animals, they can’t be
accidental.”
Fisherman in the area are known to
complain about the seals getting in the
way of their nets and fishing gear, but
many argue that this doesn’t justify
killing them. Under the Conservation
of Seals Act (1970) fisherman do legally have the right to kill a seal, where
it is done to prevent damage to fishing
gear or equipment, providing the animal is in the vicinity at the time.
These killings come just weeks after
a porpoise was found dead in an alley-

way, a mile inland in West Sussex. The
animal was reported by stunned and
horrified locals to the RSPCA, who
then contacted the Cetacean Strandings Investigation Programme (CSIP)
team. A CSIP team member said that
the body was still warm when found
and had been dumped in the alleyway inside a yellow plastic bag. The
condition of the body indicated that
the animal had died of natural causes,
starvation being the main factor in the
cause of death. The CSIP team have
no idea why anyone would carry the
12 stone mammal a mile inland but
said that this is the only explanation.

In 2009 another porpoise was found
in a wooded area in West Sussex covered in bin bags, officials still have no
idea how it got there.
Whatever the reason for these killings, it is clear to that a general disregard for marine life has risen in the
past few years and abuse to marine
animals in the UK is becoming a problem. Regarding the seals on Morfa Bychan, it has not yet been confirmed
whether the deaths are accidental
or deliberate, but the RSPCA have
launched an investigation into the
deaths. Anyone with information is
being urged to call the RSPCS hotline.

FORMER Conservative MP, Louise
Mensch, has caused controversy by
saying that the Ebola outbreak could
be helpful to the Conservative party
in the run up to the General Election.
Taking to Twitter Ms Mensch wrote,
“If there is a serious outbreak in the
UK I doubt voters will risk a labour
government. Time to get serious.
#Ebola”. Her remarks caused anger
on Twitter with many people quick
to point out her naivety, one user, @
arembooks, replied with “I never really agreed with a lot of what @LouiseMensch said, but at least she used
to sound relatively sane.”

Paterson
controversy
EX-Environment Secretary, Owen

Paterson, has caused controversy recently by saying that the UK should
scrap the Climate Change Act, branding it a “doomed policy”. The former
minister spoke out 3 months after
having been sacked from his role in
Government for his outspoken views
on various topics and his scepticism
over climate change. Mr Paterson
said that cutting emissions by 80%
by 2050 was simply not doable and
that renewables would not be enough
to cover the gap left by the cutting of
conventional fuels.
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The Future of Sherlo ck

by RYAN JONES

I

t may seem far too early to be discussing anything Sherlock related,
as the next episode will not be
airing until Christmas 2015. However, there has always been concerns
whether the actors and writers have
enough time to devote to the TV
series. With Benedict Cumberbatch
appearing in various films, Martin
Freeman journeying across Middle
Earth and Moffat tied to his role as
the Doctor Who showrunner, there is
no surprise that there have been two
year intervals between seasons. Despite only filming nine episodes so

far, it is obvious that it is becoming
increasingly difficult for the actors to
dedicate time to the show, and after recent rumours, time may come
even more sparse.
Reports are insisting that Benedict
Cumberbatch is in final negotiations
to land the role as Doctor Strange
for the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
Some may ask why this makes such
a difference, as Cumberbatch has
been involved in a flurry of films in
the past few years and still been able
to reprise his role as Sherlock. However, the role as Doctor Strange may
see his schedule intensify dramatically, as he may have to commit to
as many as six films, for Dr Strange is

said to play a major part in Marvel’s
phase three. Reports suggest that
the large amount of films that the Dr
Strange actor must commit to is the
reason why Joaquin Phoenix backed
out of negotiations. This suggests
that if Benedict Cumberbatch does
commit himself to the Marvel Universe, he may have little time to offer
to other projects, including Sherlock.
Of course, this is all just speculation at the moment, as Cumberbatch
is yet to be officially announced as
Doctor Strange and even then he
may still be able to juggle multiple
roles, but it is clear that the future of
Sherlock is looking bleak. A special
Christmas episode and Season Four

have already been confirmed, but
this could well be the final season.
Having acquired a large fan base and
becoming one of the most popular
British dramas on TV, many will be
upset if the series were to end. Some
may even argue that Cumberbatch
owes Sherlock, for it was the turning
point in his career, helping him become one of the most prestigious actors in Hollywood. He may not have
ever been approached by Marvel if it
wasn’t for his role as Sherlock! However, I believe that the end of Sherlock may not be such a bad thing
after all.
British television drama series are
known for being short lived. It is not

often that they surpass five seasons,
so it shouldn’t come as much as a
surprise if Sherlock were to bow out
after its fourth season. Many may be
disgruntled by this, but it prevents
the show from becoming stale. To
end on a high point will give Sherlock the respect it deserves, rather
than being remembered for going
downhill (*cough* Skins *cough*.)
The fourth season could not have a
better conclusion either, if the confrontation between Sherlock and
Moriarty manages to reach our high
expectations.

The Apprentice: 10 Years of Firing
by ANDREW LOCKE

T

he UK edition of the Apprentice
has made a welcome return
to Wednesday evening television as another group of 'top' entrepreneurs compete for a lucrative
£250,000 investment from business
magnate Lord Sugar.
The format of the show is simple.
Each week, the candidates are split
into two teams. They will be given
a challenge, which can range from
creating and selling a product to
producing the best advert. The winning team is rewarded with a nice
treat, while the other team is taken

into the dreaded boardroom, where
they are given a scathing assessment
by Lord Sugar before he tells at least
one of the candidates "You're fired",
eliminating them from the process.
After each episode, you can switch
over to BBC 2 and catch The Apprentice: You’re Fired, where Dara ‘O’ Briain and his panel interview the latest
people to leave the show.
There is always a guarantee of entertainment with The Apprentice. I
find myself drawn in as soon as the
task is revealed. What will the teams
do? What could possibly go wrong?
You don’t usually have to wait long
for these questions to be answered,

as the brainstorming sessions fold
out into a flurry of market research
and preparation for the challenges
ahead; more often than not, these
scenes of action are accompanied
by brief interviews with the candidates, who tell us what they really
think about the team leader, or how
they aren’t pleased with someone’s
contribution. The teams move on
with their task. Egos clash. Is their
product going to sell? Does the Project Manager know what they are
doing? Hilarity ensues as mistakes
are made and tensions flare and as
the final moments of business take
place, the boardroom looms, and we

quite often have no idea which team
will win…
It’s now time for Lord Sugar to
play his part. The candidates sit before him, and are promptly ripped
apart. For some viewers, this may be
the best part of the show, as even
the most arrogant of candidates are
brought down to earth by Sugar’s
criticism. Before long, we see these
talented entrepreneurs finding
themselves in a danger; and as they
begin to sense that they might be
the next person to leave the show,
they begin to pull all sorts of tricks
out of the bag. We’ve seen incredible last stand speeches, titanic argu-

ments over who didn’t sell enough,
and even begging after being fired,
all to try and remain on the show.
The drama continues even after
Sugar sends someone packing, as
the survivors (if there are any) make
an uneasy trip back to the house to
join back up with the group, where
all the tensions from the previous
challenge are still very present.
This series is about halfway
through now, (you can still watch the
last four episodes on the BBC iPlayer
if you’re new to the show) and if the
first half has been anything to go off,
we may have a very promising second half to look forward to.
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AWARD SEASON BEGINS: HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
2014 HOLLYWOOD FILM AWARDS
THE Hollywood Film Awards are an important date on the film calendar; often an indication of who is going to do well at the
Oscars, it is a star-studded evening of elegant gowns and emotional speeches. Here are the highlights of the 2014 Hollywood
Film Awards along with a list of the lucky winners.

HOLLYWOOD FILM
AWARDS 2014:
THE WINNERS

STEVE CARRELL
JOHNNY DEPP SPEWS
SHOWS HIS VERSATIL- BIZARRE, DRUNKEN
ITY IN ‘FOXCATCHER’
OBSCENITIES
KNOWN for his roles in comedies
such as ‘The 40-Year-Old Virgin’, ‘Anchorman’ (and its sequel), ‘Evan Almighty’ and the American version
of Ricky Gervais’ mockumentary TV
show ‘The Office’, Steve Carrell has
had us laughing for years. But he has
recently shown that there is much
more to him than we’d like to believe,
in his role in the recent biographical
drama ‘Foxcatcher’.
Alongside Channing Tatum and
Mark Ruffalo, Carrell plays the role
of John du Pont, an American multimillionaire, famous for murdering
Olympic Wrestler Dave Schultz.
An unusually dark role for him to be
in, the film’s director Bennett Miller
has already won ‘Best Director’ at the
2014 Cannes Film Festival.
Winning ‘Best Ensemble’ at the
HFA, Carrell was presented with the
award by his long-time friend and
colleague, Jonah Hill.
“It’s not the best film in history.
Last 50 years perhaps.” Carrell joked,
before adding that “Mark Ruffalo
couldn’t be here tonight because
he’s not a good member of the ensemble.”

YOU can’t really blame host Queen
Latifah for looking slightly nervous
as she welcomed Johnny Depp onto
the stage. It was more like watching
Bambi On Ice than Jack Sparrow as
he staggered to the microphone and
attempted to address the audience.
After several attempts he finally managed to figure out what the words
said on his autocue, but that doesn’t
matter because he didn’t read them
anyway; instead he decided to go
for good old-fashioned off-the-cuff
profanity, slurring a string of swearwords at a shocked and bewildered
audience, stating that it was “one of
those nights” before being cut off
from the microphone.
Some have said that Depp’s actions
are a sign of disrespect and disregard
for the Awards ceremony; if actions
speak louder than words, then surely
Johnny Depp’s actions are shouting
loud and clear, “I don’t care what any
of you think!”
Whatever the reasons, I would imagine that if you looked in his dressing room, the rum would indeed be
gone.

Film Award: Gone Girl
Actor Award: Benedict Cumberbatch (The Imitation Game)
Actress Award: Julianne Moore
(Still Alice)
Career Achievement Award:
Michael Keaton (Birdman)
Director Award: Morten Tyldum
(The Imitation Game)
Ensemble Award: The cast of
‘Foxcatcher’
Documentary Award: ‘Supermensch’
New Hollywood Award: Jack
O’Connell (Unbroken)
Comedy Film Award: Chris Rock
(Top Five)
Animation Award: ‘How To Train
Your Dragon 2’
Supporting Actor Award: Robert Duvall (The Judge)
Supporting Actress Award:
Keira Knightley (The Imitation
Game)
Breakout Performance Actor
Award: Eddie Redmayne (The
Theory of Everything)
Breakout Performance Actress
Award: Shailene Woodley (The
Fault In Our Stars)
Breakthrough Director Award:
Jean-Marc Vallée (Wild)
Screenwriter Award: Gillian
Flynn (Gone Girl)
Song Award: Janelle Monae
(‘What is Love’ for ‘Rio 2’)
Blockbuster Award: Guardians
of the Galaxy

BATTLE OF THE
STARS: WHO WILL
COME OUT ON TOP IN
OSCAR SEASON?
IT would certainly seem that the
front-runners for the Oscars have
been selected. With Gone Girl on
the receiving end of much critical
acclaim, Ben Affleck may well be up
for a ‘Best Actor’ award. He’s going
to have to fight for it though - Benedict Cumberbatch has stepped up
to prove yet again that he is a phenomenal actor with his performance
in ‘The Imitation Game’; the hard-hitting biopic of wartime codebreaker
Alan Turing, with the talented Keira
Knightley as his leading lady.
Cumberbatch is an accomplished
performer, with a CV more impressive than most actors, boasting an
illustrious theatre career.
Alan Turing’s story is a spectacular
one; he was key in the cracking of
the Nazis’ Enigma Code in World War
Two, helping the Allies on their way
to victory - only to be criminally persecuted for homosexuality after the
war was over.
Already a Box Office hit, the film is a
main contender for the most coveted
awards in the industry.

BEN AFFLECK TAKES
HOME THE BIG PRIZE
FOR ‘GONE GIRL’
BEN Affleck looked very pleased
with himself indeed as he accepted
the ‘Hollywood Film Award’ for his
latest film, ‘Gone Girl’. Directed by
David Fincher and written by Gillian
Flynn as an adaptation of her novel,
the film has been widely heralded as
one of the best films of the year.
As well as the award for Best Film,
Gillian Flynn’s writing also received
high praise, winning the award for
Best Screenwriter.
Affleck addressed his full-frontal
scene in the film whilst making his
acceptance speech:
“I want to take the opportunity to
thank David Fincher for the way he
treated me. In particular, we had a
shower scene in the movie and David assured me – because trust is
essential with directors and actors –
‘Listen, if we tilt down we’ll never go
far enough to see anything’. So, thank
you David. Thank you for keeping the
set cool, because if you’re going to
have one chance for America to see
your junk, you want it to be cold!”

CLASSIC FILM OF THE MONTH
‘CHAPLIN’: THE STORY OF THE GREATEST
FILMMAKER OF ALL TIME
by LIAM SHIPTON

R

obert Downey, Jr. shines in
what is in my opinion, the finest performance that he has
ever delivered. Yes, he is entertaining as Iron Man, but look no further
than Chaplin for proof that this man
is a true master of his craft.
The film tells the story of Hollywood royalty Charlie Chaplin, based
on his book My Autobiography;
born into poverty, Chaplin rose to
unprecedented heights in the entertainment industry and became the
very first film star.
Charlie Chaplin lived a life of contrast: he was both famous and infamous, he made films when every-

body wanted to go to the theatre,
and when everybody was getting
excited about ‘talking pictures’,
Chaplin refused to move with the
times and continued churning out
silent movies.
The film shows Chaplin’s many
controversial relationships - more
often than not with underage girls
– and it tells the story of how the
most famous man in America ended
up being exiled from the country,
branded a Communist and forced to
live out his days in Switzerland.
The acting is sensational, and
Downey, Jr. almost becomes inhabited by the very spirit of Chaplin
himself; he spent time with a dialect
coach to get the English accent just

right (which he does marvelously)
and he even taught himself to be
left-handed, purely for his own ability to take comfort in knowing that
his performance was authentic.
When watching this film, it sometimes becomes hard to tell where
Robert Downey, Jr. ends and Charlie
Chaplin begins.
Directed by Richard Attenborough,
the film is made in a flashback format, with an elderly Chaplin telling
his story to his book editor (played
by Anthony Hopkins) in his home in
Switzerland. Many of the transitions
between scenes seem foreign to the
modern audience’s eye, but they
are a subtle homage to the films of
Chaplin’s era.

More than anything else, I’d have
to say that this is probably one of the
most important films to have been
made. Charlie Chaplin is, after all, the
father of filmmaking: the first man to
make films with real social commentary, the first to mix comedy with
drama, the first to make a film with
a sad ending. If not for Chaplin’s genius and tireless efforts, films as we
know them today would not exist. It
is therefore fitting that his story be
told in the one place where Charlie
Chaplin will always be King: on the
screen.
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MUSIC

Composers take on table tennis task

by HEDD THOMAS

C

urrent and recently-graduated composition students at
Bangor University have been
tasked with an unusual commission
opportunity for the 2015 Bangor
New Music Festival. Visiting the Centre of Alternative Technology (CAT)
on Monday 10th November together
with Dr. Guto Puw, a composition
lecturer at the university and director of the Festival, the composers
viewed, examined and played with a
ping-pong table to germinate ideas.
A ping-pong table? Yes, you read
that right.
This was no ordinary ping-pong
table, however. This was a piece of
installation art. Created by Christine
Mills and Carlos Pinnati, former Artists in Residence at CAT, the idea for
the installation began at a disused
quarry on the site of the Centre and
with the institution’s 40-year-old archive, which features photos and
interviews from the hard but happy
days of its conception.
Listening to recordings of CAT’s
founders expressing their visionary

views on environmental sustainability and renewable energy technologies, Mills and Pinnati thought
to honour them through references
in their art. The quarry made them
ponder further the consequences
of our collective actions, on the fact
that when we take a resource earth
we rarely put something back.
These musings culminated in a mosaic map of the world. Created from
clay one tile at a time with the help of
staff and students at CAT, it features
no words but plenty of references to
the environmental challenges of our
time. A gas pipe runs through Russia,
for example, choking out fumes and
cars at one end, while at the other
end of the continent giant solar panels are powered by the sun. Once
each clay tile was moulded a plaster
copy was made, then fired, then a
glaze applied before each one was
brought together to form the mosaic
of a map.
But that’s not the end of it.
The assembled map was photographed in high resolution and the
colours tweaked from a cheery sea-

blue and cream to a foreboding dark
green, similar to the traditional colour of a ping-pong table. The image
was then printed on very thin vinyl
before being glued and laid onto an
actual ping-pong table.
The final artwork does indeed look
great and is made even better by
being fully interactive. Viewers are
encouraged to play a game of table
tennis on it while, Mill hopes, ruminating on its symbolism. To her, the
installation expresses a number of
important points: the need for cooperation rather than competition
if the ball is to stay in play and we’re
all to perpetuate our current quality
of life with finite resources; the need
to give as well as to receive if we’re
to make a balanced society and a
healthy environment; the metronomic, unceasing passage of time
that’s made audible through the
“Ka-Dak, Ka-Dak” as ball hits paddle,
as ball hits table, reminding us that
time is perhaps the least renewable
resource of all.
Such are the playthings of Bangor
composers now as they conceive

and develop their pieces in preparation for the premiers at the Bangor
New Music Festival in March. The
instruments available to them have
yet to be decided but it’ll likely be for
a combination of strings and woodwinds. What sort of approach will
they take? Will they imitate the “KaDak, Ka-Dak” rhythms? Will they perhaps quote musics from prominent
places featured on the map? Will
they, like Mills and Pinnati, return to
the archive and feature 40-year-old
recordings as part of the piece? Or
will the works be altogether abstract
in idea and outcome, only loosely
linked to the symbolisms of the installation art?
Only time will tell.
Even if new music isn’t your thing,
that’s at least one good reason to
make the Bangor New Music Festival
a date for your diary: the ping-pong
table itself will be in Bangor for its
duration and available for anyone to
come and have a tap-about!
Bangor New Music Festival takes
place 4th - 8th March 2015.

DJ SOC
track review:
Emerson Tod
‘Love Somebody’ EP
by TOM BRADY
THE latest installment from Danse
Club presents a darker side of the
UK-based label. Muted artwork colours represent a new sound for the
imprint, not to be ignored.
Canadian Nathan Barato provides
the best of what is an impressive
remix package, taking the title
track in a very different direction. Menacingly simplistic, the
track chugs along with an almost
militant-like groove, fuelled by raw
snare blows and a stripped-back
but colossal bass line. Perfectly
panned vocals and wide synth shot
progressions produce a textually
rich and deep ‘danse’ floor weapon.

5/5
Forthcoming on Danse Club
Records.

Track review: Levellers,
feat. Bellowhead - ‘Just The One’
by HEDD THOMAS

F

olk favourites Bellowhead and
rock legends Levellers are both
going through retrospective
periods at the moment: the former
are currently touring the UK celebrating their tenth anniversary as a
band while the latter are also touring
this month with their Greatest Hits
project.
As part of this project the two
groups joined forces to record just
the one track, conveniently titled
'Just the One'. The original version
appeared on Levellers' No. 1 chart al-

bum Zeitgeist and they offered multiBBC Folk Award winners Bellowhead
free reign to arrange it as they saw fit.
Fuelled by youthful energy and
enthusiasm, Bellowhead’s folk arrangements usually feature full-on
funk rhythms and unique cabaret
humour mixed with stirring strings
and blazing brass. Happily, 'Just the
One' is no exception. And how could
it be, given that it's essentially a bar
song with the central block of lyrics
a list of alcoholic drinks? “Vodka. Vermouth. Drambuie Shandy. Whisky.
Pimms. G&T. Brandy Alex. Malibu. Tequila. Calvados. Jaegermeister. Cider
& Black. Bourbon. Mad Dog 20/20.
Absinthe. Real Ale.”
Jon Boden, Bellowhead's frontman
and the lead singer on the single, is
particularly pleased. “As a Levellers
fan myself from way back it's a thrill
that we've have been asked to do
this. Levellers and Bellowhead collaborating on a song about drinking.
Who would have thought it!?”
'Just the One' will be released on
Monday 24th November. It is already
available on YouTube via Levellers'
channel.

Dates for your diary
CLASSICAL
Celebrate Canolfan Gerdd
William Mathias' 15th Anniversary
Saturday 22nd November, 7.30pm
at Galeri, Caernarfon, £10
COUNTRY
The Mexican Walking Fish
and Darren Eedens
Sunday 23rd November, 8.00pm
at The Skerries Inn, Bangor, Free
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Brit Floyd – Discovery World
Tour 2014
Tuesday 24th November, 8.00pm
at Venue Cymru, Llandudno, £29.50
VARIOUS LIVE MUSIC
Duncan Black, Sponge Brain
and James Phillips
Thursday 27th November, 8.00pm
at Crosville Club, Bangor, Free
BALLET
The Nutcracker
Saturday 29th November, 7.30pm
at Venue Cymru, Llandudno, £18
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GAMES AND GADGETS
WHAT’S
COMING UP

IS APPLE STILL LEADING THE PACK?
Apple and Microsoft have been the centre of what feels like an unending battle that has raged our entire lifetime. With both companies releasing products
in the same vein and direct competition, the fuel for this rivalry is endless and also saw both companies rocket ahead of the competition until around 2012.
However, this polarising competition has seen many people unable to float easily from one to the other or being able to sit on the fence in discussions, instead
becoming embroiled in the discussion. Here is what some of us think:

by RYAN JONES
Personally, I don’t believe
Apple were ever the leaders of
technology or innovation. None
of their products seem to be
superior compared to their
competitors’. Their mobile phones
have little differences compared with the product of rival
companies such as Samsung and
Nokia, while there is no clear
winner between the software
programmes of Apple and
Google.
The reason why Apple is currently one of the most successful companies is not because of
superior technology, but because
they are masters of marketing.

by BRETT ROBERTS

by JOE KEEP

Apple have always tried new
things and have influenced much
of the technology we see today.
However, recently they’ve fallen
into a bit of a lull with their products, many features that are on
the new iteration of the iPhone
are smoothed out features from
many of its competitors. While
some might say they’re being
lazy, I think they’re testing the waters to see what consumers want
before jumping into the financial
minefield of creating innovative
tech. While they might not be on
top of innovators of technology at
the moment, Apple have always
had a trick up their sleeve that
surprises everyone.

I believe that Apple were able
to sway a lot of people with
innovations in the existing
technology. I feel the iPod,
especially the old classic 160gb,
was -and still is- the best music player on the market.
However, I feel that with the loss of
Steve Jobs, may he rest in peace,
Apple lost that innovative edge
and a major marketing, sales and
branding mind. Jobs emphasised
a brand that worked together,
so owning one of everything
and utilising the iCloud was the
major thrust. Now I see an Apple
company playing around with
aesthetic options and sizes, with
no more bite than a toothless
puppy.

by IONA PINCHES
I love Apple products, I’m not
even going to try to deny it. My
first ever laptop was a grey iBook
(retro but cool!) and having used
a lot of PCs I genuinely don’t
think there is any comparison.
What I do dislike about Apple,
however, is the whopping
price tag that comes in tow.
Initially, Apple products were so
innovative that paying the price
was easily justifiable, now I’m
not so sure. Unfortunately for us
Apple fans I don’t think we can
argue supremacy any longer:
technology is moving so quickly
now that there are so many more
viable options. You end up paying
over the odds purely because it is
emblazoned with a shiny, silver,
half eaten apple.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, NATE!
by LJ TAYLOR

T

his week (19th November) marked the seventh anniversary of one of Playstation’s favourite adventurer’s; Nathan Drake.
When Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune landed on shelves
back in 2007 it seemed as though the fate of Sony’s Playstation 3 rested in Nate’s CGI hands. It had been a tough
year for Sony’s latest games console, with a number of
PS3 exclusives being lost and no game really living up
to the hype, PS3 owners were looking to Naughty Dog
to deliver.
Not only did they deliver, but in some opinions they
saved the Playstation. And they created a cinematic masterpiece while they were at it.
Needless to say, the Uncharted series has become one
of Sony’s flagship franchises over the last seven years.
Uncharted sees you play as the beautiful Nathan Drake,
a treasure hunter with a penchant for finding himself in
trouble and up against some kind of evil warlord with
nothing but power on their mind. A third person, action
adventure, platformer that is perhaps aptly described
as ‘Tomb Raider as a man’, the Uncharted franchise has
gone from strength to strength in recent years.
The series brings to life the very essence of storytelling;
is fantastically written, with amazing characters (each
superbly voiced and motion-captured by a stellar cast)
and brought together with stunning graphics.
Drake’s Fortune introduces us to Nate and his adventures as he embarks on a quest to discover a secret belonging to his ancestor; Sir Francis Drake. What is uncov-

ered however isn’t quite the mountain of gold that Nate
had been hoping for, but it is a rollercoaster ride that you
don’t want to miss.
Nate is joined on his adventures by his best friend, and
father figure, Victor ‘Sully’ Sullivan and journalist Elena
Fisher which is an interesting dynamic, especially as we
see the relationship of the characters develop throughout the series, which really adds to the story.
It is 2009’s Among Thieves which is the standout addition to the franchise though, and sees Nate pitted
against a psychopathic war criminal in a race to find
Shambala - which left me weeping into my PS3 controller at 4am over a main characters safety!
2011’s Drake’s Deception was yet another fun-filled, well
told story which this time explores Drake’s past in a little
more detail. The third installment of the franchise added
a little more to the game’s mechanics, such as a bigger
focus on hand to hand combat which is beautifully demonstrated in the opening scene, a pub brawl in the heart
of London town.
In a time where new additions to some of the most
popular video game franchises are churned out each
year, its great to see that Uncharted never lost its charm
or its very essence.
It is the franchise that made me fall in love with gaming again. The franchise that upped the stakes for video
game storytelling. And the franchise that (I hope) will
take the next generation of gaming by storm when Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End arrives on Playstation 4 next year.
Happy 7th birthday Nate, Sully and Elena!

It’s time for you to unleash your
creativity once again. Sackboy and
friends return in LittleBigPlanet 3 and
brings its insanely addictive multiplayer and map creator back as well.
Expect to spend a lot of time with this
title, be it playing with friends, or just
trying to create some of the craziest
maps and trials you can think of. Let
the childish fun reign supreme again
as you attempt to trap your friends in
your mischievous trials. Available on
PS3 and PS4 on 26 November.

The episodic Borderlands Story
by Telltale games is set just after
the events of Borderlands 2, a game
worth a play through just for hilarities
sake especially with friends. Expect
to see a lot of well-known characters
from the previous games, including
Handsome Jack and probably everyone’s favourite robot, Claptrap. With
Telltale at the helm, a company who
are responsible for the incredible
Walking Dead and A Wolf Among Us
episodic content, expect to see a fantastic story that keeps you engaged
throughout the episodes. With a release date for the first episode still
not set but still left for November of
this year, expect this to drop soon
on PC, Mac PS3, PS4, Xbox One and
Xbox 360.

The Crew is all based around you and
your crew. In a game that picks up the
open world driving genre, you’ll ﬁnd
elements of the Need For Speed franchise and Forza, creating a game that
could push the genre forward beyond
just better graphics and realism. Set in
an expansive, persistent environment
based on the US, The Crew will get you
and friends competing both together
and against one another for supremacy. Beware though as the game requires an internet connection making
it slightly temperamental, especially if
you are living in halls or already have a
bad connection at home. Available on
PC, PS4, Xbox One and Xbox 360 on 2
December.
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BOOKS
WRITER’S
COLUMN
Short Poems

by PETER CLARKE

The Dentist
The dentist scolded me and told
me
to grow up, because I was being
a baby
when she helped remove my
wisdom tooth
and after, I wanted to invite the
dentist back to my flat
to teach me about mortgages
and home insurance
and order me to make a weekly
shopping list for groceries
telling me to grow up, scolding
me
into becoming
a sensible functioning adult.

I remember...
I remember when I was dared
by my friends to buy alcohol
in the local bar. but when I
found the courage to go into
the bar
and approach the bartender, I
was too scared to ask
opting for snacks instead, and
one of the men
standing next to me said
“you want scooby snacks?”
causing several other men to
start laughing
so I ran out of the bar crying
I was 22 years old.

Ode to Traffic
Cones

by PHILLIP SUTCLIFFEMOTT

Car queue controller;
Guardian of all roadworks.
Drunk wizard’s hat too.

Welsh Legacy

Welsh Characters You Might Not Know Are Welsh!
IN this month of remembrance, I take a look at how Wales has influenced and become a part of our literature today – Some of which may surprise you!
One of the first criticisms I received before even starting to write this article was that, “There’s no Welsh characters out there! What have the Welsh done
for literature?” and to that I respond by bringing out the big guns and starting my article with an array of some of the most cherished characters in British
Literature.

MERLIN

FLUELLEN

THAT’S right! Way up there with the greats such as Gandalf and Dumbledore, Merlin has to be one of the most famous wizards around. Most are familiar with the Disney adaptation ‘The Sword in the Stone’ and of course the
legend of King Arthur itself but few know about Merlin’s origins. In actual fact,
the first standard depiction of the wizard came about in Geoffrey of Monmouth's ‘Historia Regum Britanniae, 1136’ in which Geoffrey combined existing stories of a prophet and madman, Myrddin Wyllt (Merlinus Caledonensis),
with tales of a Romano-British War Leader, Ambrosius Aurelianus, to create
the wizard character. Myrddin Emyrs or Merlin Ambrosius, who inspired writers for centuries to come.

THAT’S right! No other than William Shakespeare himself made use of
the Welsh bravado to create an array of unique characters such as Fluellen, Welsh Captain in ‘Henry V’, Glendower in ‘Henry IV Part One’ and Hugh
Evans, Welsh Parson in ‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’. Whilst it is true that all
these characters aid comic relief in their plays, Shakespeare includes them
all the same as vital characters with some form of stature or amusement to
the audience. Fluellen, in particular, offers comedy but never stupidity in his
brashness: "Though it appear a little out of fashion, There is much care and
valour in this Welshman." And thus shows an underlying respect and amusement of the Welsh from Shakespeare.

HOWL

ALICE

MADE famous by Studio Ghibli’s Hayao Miyazaki’s animated film, ‘Howl’s
Moving Castle’ was a film sensation derived from the highly imaginative work
of Diana Wynne Jones. Her book for young-teens includes lumbering castles,
fantastic fire demons, clever curses and masterful magic (I’d highly recommend it to anyone) but perhaps one of the most surprising elements is that
Howl is Welsh! In the book, Howl’s true home lies in Wales where his real name
is Howell Jenkins. Didn’t see that one coming! Another clue is that the Fire
Demon, Calcifer, who is slave to Howl sings a “strange magical song” which
turns out to be a Welsh nursery rhyme. And Diana Wynne Jones was not the
only author to be inspired by the Welsh:

DID you know that Lewis Carroll’s all-time classic Alice in Wonderland was
inspired by a little Welsh girl, 8 year old Alice Liddell. Lewis Carroll was close
friends with the Liddell family and often made notes of little Alice’s wild and
vivid stories. It is said that Alice inspired not only the character but also inspired Carroll to get into the mind-set of a child’s imagination allowing his
perplexing and imaginative plots, dialogues and characters. Alice Liddell used
to visit Llandudno regularly on holidays with her family and some incredible
carved-wood sculptures of various characters from Alice in Wonderland dot
the town in celebration of this.

A Note From The Books Editor
With Remembrance Day just behind us, it is important that we remember how our ancestors fought for our futures, our lives and our nation. It is not patriotic
jargon, nor sombre tradition, but a respectful memory a nd in that little red poppy is represented an unforgettable past that dwindles as time passes by. It is
almost too easy to forget but we must remember, at the very least, what they have saved. In that respect, I won’t write about the horrors of wars gone by or
commemorate fallen soldiers. Instead, I celebrate the culture those brave men and women saved.

If you want to see your work
in Seren’s ‘Books’ Pages, feel
free to send any short poems,
short stories or creative pieces
of any kind to:
books@seren.bangor.ac.uk
I’m looking for budding writer’s
out there to spread their talents.
Even if you don’t want your
work to feature in the paper,
feel free to send me a copy of
your work labelled “Read Only”
and I’d be happy read and edit
it.
- Jack Upton
Books Editor

Poem of the Month

‘RHYFEL’
by HEDD WYN (ELLIS HUMPHREY EVANS) 1887 - 1917
Gwae fi fy myw mewn oes mor ddreng,
A Duw ar drai ar orwel pell;
O’i ôl mae dyn, yn deyrn a gwreng,
Yn codi ei awdurdod hell.
Pan deimlodd fyned ymaith Dduw
Cyfododd gledd i ladd ei frawd;
Mae swn yr ymladd ar ein clyw,
A’i gysgod ar fythynnod tlawd.
Mae’r hen delynau genid gynt,
Ynghrog ar gangau’r helyg draw,
A gwaedd y bechgyn lond y gwynt,
A’u gwaed yn gymysg efo’r glaw

(‘WAR’)
Why must I live in this grim age,
When, to a far horizon, God
Has ebbed away, and man, with rage,
Now wields the sceptre and the rod?
Man raised his sword, once God had gone,
To slay his brother, and the roar
Of battlefields now casts upon
Our homes the shadow of the war.
The harps to which we sang are hung,
On willow boughs, and their refrain
Drowned by the anguish of the young
Whose blood is mingled with the rain.
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Hey nonny nonny

Shakespeare’s birthplace

by AMY BLACKWELL

F

or my 21st birthday my parents surprised me with a trip to
Stratford Upon Avon and tickets to the Royal Shakespeare Company’s (RSC) performance of ‘Love’s
Labour’s Won’ (Much Ado About
Nothing).
We set off on a very cold and wet
morning down the M6 but by the
time we got to Stratford the sun was
shining (though it was still freezing). We spent the afternoon sight
seeing and we bought a pass to see
Shakespeare’s birthplace. The whole
experience was very insightful and
charming. Especially for a literature

by SIAN EDWARDS

O

n the 21st of October, a
small group of students from
Books and Quills travelled to
Theatre Colwyn to watch Traffic of
the Stage’s presentation of William
Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
I was personally so excited to see
an adaptation of one of my favourite
Shakespearean plays but was dubious as to how they would achieve all
the blood and gore present within
the play. The disappointments began with the lack of the witches’
presence on stage, opting to use
recorded voices played over a shaky
sound system instead. The crinkly

nerd like me. Stratford really is a
beautiful place.
The play was performed in the RST
(Royal Shakespeare Theatre) and
was a post-WWI adaptation of the
play that still maintained the original
Shakespearean language. Despite
the sheer heat of the theatre and
the weird high chairs we were sat
on I thoroughly enjoyed the whole
experience. The early twentieth
century setting was really fitting for
the centenary year and worked really well with the plot of Much Ado.
The director of the play decided to
name it after Shakespeare’s lost play
(which may or may not have been
an alternate name for Much Ado) so
that he could pair it with the matinee

performance of ‘Love’s Labour’s Lost’
(which may or may not be linked to
Much Ado, you get the picture).
The acting was faultless, as you
would expect from the RSC and the
comedic elements were spot-on.
Even my Dad who has no clue about
Shakespeare was in stitches! The set
was stunning and you could really
tell that the designers had done their
research and the element of time appropriate music really brought it all
together.
Can you tell I fell in love with it just
a little bit? I would really recommend
taking the time to experience RSC in
their natural environment. It’s well
worth it.

and crackling-sounding witches
(which were comically over-determined) could barely be understood
because the speakers were playing
too loud, and sometimes even while
the actors were speaking, which
drowned them out too.
Some of the actors were very static
and did not project their voices
well at all, making it very difficult
to hear and comfortably enjoy the
performance. There was a shameless amount of over-acting on Harry
Meacher’s part, who played Macbeth and Judi Bowker’s adaptation
of Lady Macbeth was crazier in the
first act than in the second. The only
haunting performance came from

Tom Reah, who played Banquo and
all the supporting cast in minor secondary roles, such as Collette Eaton’s
comical representation of the drunk
porter. This, in my opinion, was the
best part of the entire performance.
It was hilarious and well-acted, easy
to hear and understand.
The set design was very minimalistic but actually quite effective,
although this did involve certain actors going up and down a ramp for
no apparent reason at all. The special
effects were also very minimalistic
but in a play famous for the violent
and brutal deaths and strange apparitions, I was curious to know
how they’d achieve this. I was sorely

disappointed. The only “well-done”
deaths happened off-stage, such as
Duncan’s and Lady Macbeth’s which
were both extremely poignant and
haunting. Any of the other deaths
however, all happened on stage and
were done so terribly to the point
where an audience member actually
laughed at the death of Macduff ’s
infant. The deaths that happened
on-stage (which were the majority)
were horribly choreographed to the
point of being cheesy and laughable. Especially the henchman that
Macbeth hires to kill Banquo and
Fleance, who sported an executioner’s mask on and who, every time
he appeared on stage, was greeted

with a Darth Vader style breathing
sound effect, just so we knew he was
an evil guy.
For someone who is a huge Shakespeare fan, and Macbeth being one
of my favourite plays, I was sorely
disappointed and was outraged at
the fact that what I had just watched
cost me £14. I couldn’t help but compare the performance to BED’s version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(which was fantastically interpreted)
and couldn’t help but think they
would have done a much better version of this great play.
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HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Show me your... makeup bag

E

very issue I will take a look
inside friends and readers
makeup bags to see what stories lie within and what they look
for when buying their makeup. To
continue the feature I will take you
inside Iona’s, our very own comment editors’ makeup bag and tell
you all its secrets.

up. I love Avon ‘Magix Face Perfector’ as an every day foundation, it
smoothes out my skin and comes
either tinted or not, so it’s nice and
light and doesn’t clog my pores. I
use simple black ‘Kohl Eyeliner’ for
my lash line and a little Avon ‘Supershock black mascara’ to widen
my eyes.

Show me your…favourite make
up brand
My favourite make up brand
definitely has to be Avon, one a
little less popular perhaps but I
used to be an Avon girl and one
of the perks was trying out lots of
new products. Now I know exactly
what I like and exactly the right
shade I couldn’t imagine using
anything else – if it ain’t broke
don’t fix it!

Show me your… night out
makeup
I tend to wear much darker
colours for a night out. Avon’s ‘8
in 1 eye palette’ in ‘starry night’
is nice as there’s the option for a
bit of sparkle or more matte eye
shadows. The super shock gel
eyeliner in black is a must, it glides
on so smoothly and looks perfect
every time.

Show me your… everyday
makeup
Call me vain but I struggle to
even contemplate leaving the
house without a full face of make

Show me your… favorite piece
My favourite piece has to be the
Avon eye shadow primer; I hate
it when I’ve spent time blending
my eye shadow perfectly only to
see in a few hours later the colour

has worn away. This eye shadow
primer is absolutely amazing it
keeps your eye shadow in perfect
place but doesn’t effect the application at all.
Show me your…essentials
I know I’ve already mentioned
the ‘Supershock gel eyeliner’ but
seriously, I love this eyeliner. I actually think I’m a little bit addicted,
it’s moved from a product I use on
nights out to an every day thing
just because I love it so much. A
nude lipstick is always something I
carry round with me; my favourite
is L’Oreal’s ‘color rich barely greige’.
Show me your… one off piece
Over the summer I went to a
wedding and decided to try a new
lipstick, my product of choice was
Rimmels ‘Lasting Finish’ by Kate
Moss. I was actually really disappointed especially as it was supposed to be long lasting, I thought
the finish was poor and the colour
really didn’t last as I’d hoped.

100 years of
glamour- Max Factor
celebrate their 100th
anniversary
by EMILY RIMMER

M

r. Max Factor was a pioneer
in the make-up industry
from the very first mascara
wand to new forms of lipstick. He
was the man responsible for creating the legendary brand that we
know and love today. He is also
the brain behind foundation, as we
know it today, launching what was
called his ‘Greasepaint’ product, way
back in 1914.
Not only did he create the essential of foundation that women
all over the world today use but
was also the man who introduced
the very first lip-gloss. The first ‘lip
pomade’- the beginning of lip gloss
as we know it today- was launched
by Max Factor in 1928 to make film
stars mouths look bigger and more
defined on screen.

Their ‘Crème Puff Powder’ arrived
in make-up bags 61 years ago as
a skin smoother for actors and actresses to hide their imperfections
from the eyes of the audiences
watching they on the big screen.
I bet you didn’t know that Max
Factor created the very first mascara wand and without him we
wouldn’t know mascara today but
back in 1953, when it was introduced, it was a miracle to women
everywhere.
To celebrate this massive achievement of reaching 100 years as a
defining player in the make up
industry, Max Factor are teaming
up with actress Gwyneth Paltrow to
recreate some of Max Factors most
iconic looks inspired by scarlet’s of
the past decade, from Audrey Hepburn to Madonna. The looks will go
from the 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s.

MOVEMBER

Before

After
How NOT to do it
by EMILY RIMMER

F

or those who are not familiar
with the term ‘Movember’, it is a
organizational charity dedicated to saving and improving the lives
of men affected by prostate cancer,
testicular cancer and mental health
problems.
The Movember Foundation challenges men to grow moustaches
during Movember (formerly known
as November), to spark conversation
and raise vital funds for its men’s
health programs. To date, 4 million moustaches have been grown
worldwide, but we can’t stop there!

Now its November some of you
guys are thinking of joining the
craze and growing that one-off
moustache for the year. For many
of you though I’m sure growing a
beard, let alone a moustache, may
be more time consuming than it is
for other guys you know, well one
way of by-passing the painstaking
process, as recently discovered, is a
facial hair weave.
Now I know exactly what you’re all
thinking; what the heck is this nonsense and I can only simply describe
it as a fake beard unfortunately.
Facial hair weaves were only
recently (and stupidly) thought
of through the television show

Americas Next Top Model. Currently
the show is clawing its ways through
its 21st season and with every series
there is the always traumatic but
awfully entertaining ‘make over
episode’. Well this time they took it a
step too far. In the show they simply
glued a fake beard to one over
enthusiastic male model and called
it a ‘facial hair weave’. Generally a
weave involves weaving real hair not
just using super glue. I’m sorry but I
have seen better beards in a primary
school nativity play.
So to any man that is desperate
enough to even think of this option I
say to you stay beardless and just go
with the stubble you got.

25
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Ethical Fashion: Sustainable or
unattainable ?
When I worked in Primark, there

It’s too expensive.

was a huge emphasis on how ethical clothing can still be cheap.
I feel the same why about fashion as I do meat, I try to wear it
as much as I can.
by ELEANOR HIRST

W

inter Fashion comes with
a whole lot of (faux) fur,
leather, and wool. All of
these materials raise various ethical
issues concerning the clothes we
put on our backs. H&M have recently
come under fire from human rights
activists, after they were accused of
using cheap, child labour to make
the new Alexander Wang collection.
Primark have also been accused of
child labour, however these accusations were proved to be false. Where
have these accusations come from?

I cannot afford sustainable or
ethical clothing as a student.

All of a sudden, we find ourselves
questioning the ethical conduct of
the fashion we wear, and what does
it mean to be ethical? As Winter rolls
around, do we start to question the
layers we put on our back?
Just exactly what is the definition
of ethical fashion? Ethical fashion
“maximise benefits to people and
communities”, whilst minimizing
the impact on the environment. For
most of the general public, if you ask
where their clothing has been made,
they would shrug their shoulders
confused. Ethical fashion however
does raise a few eyebrows concern-

BEST FOR ETHICAL HIGHSTREET
CLOTHING IN BANGOR
ing how ethical it actually is.
Many politicians, such as David
Cameron, started to wear the famous
“This is what a feminist looks like” tshirts, however much to their ignorance, these clothes were produced
under poor labour conditions. The
Fawcett Society and Elle magazine
teamed up to design and produce
these shirts, and the charity were
assured that these t-shirts would
be produced in the UK. These tshirts were slowly made in so-called
‘sweatshop conditions’ in Mauritius,
allegedly paying their migrant workers 62p an hour and sleeping 16 to a

Freedom in Fashion

dormitory.
Recently, many politians have
been wearing The problem is, these
‘unethical’ companies still provide
jobs. Without these companies, it
would potentially raise unemployment levels in developing countries.
But are we supporting these unethical conditions by buying from these
companies? We find ourselves at a
‘catch 22’ and for us, students, it becomes too difficult to consider how
ethical our clothing actually is.
H&M, Marks and Spencers and
Gap have been named the world’s
leading ethical clothing companies.

With H&M’s ‘conscious’ line it is easier
to find ethical clothing and in 2013
they were named the leading ethical fashion retailer. If you’re looking
for ethical clothes on a budget, New
Look is the best budget clothing
company for reasons. GAP has consistently been named the leading
ethical fashion retailer. Most companies remain ambiguous over their
ethics, however it is encouraging to
see that most clothing companies
are taking steps in the right direction
and how it is becoming necessary for
these companies to do so.

Ways to Wear:
Leather

by ELEANOR HIRST

W

inter is coming here in
Bangor and I’m going to
dicuss one of my favourite recurring trends for Winter:
Leather. Leather trousers, leggings,
skirts, jackets, boots; I could go on.
Leather is consistently ‘in’ with the
Wintery season.

by KELLY NORMAN

T

he earth shattering impact
of both World Wars changed
peoples’ lives forever, and one
of the most subtle ways it did so
was how it dramatically revolutionised the course of women’s fashion.
The First World War brought many
life-altering changes; ranging from
the birth of British Vogue in 1916
to the birth of the Chanel brand as
Coco Chanel opened her first Parisian store by the end of the war in
1918. The First World War not only
liberated women from the strict confines of corsets and long, impractical
hemlines, but also from the confines
of the home.
The First World War created a new
ideal that sparked a different war
that continued even after armistice
had been declared in 1918 as the liberation of women led to the Flapper
movement in the 1920s. This new
style was inspired by freedom of
the more practical shorter hemlines
of skirts and loose fitting styles that

became popular during the war as
women adopted them out of necessity to do the different types of jobs
that had opened up to them from
the absence of the men. One key example was the women who joined
the Women’s Land Army who popularised trousers, which were considered taboo for women in pre-war
society; even for those women who
were already out working.
Fashion reflected how women in
both wars stepped and combated
the hardships of war and it was perhaps how they navigated the strict
rationing laws that best reflected
this. After the excess and luxury that
was displayed in fashion in previous
years, it could definitely be claimed
that rationing could have been fashion’s biggest enemy.
Instead, fashion adapted and flourished. Proof of this can be found at
one of fashion’s biggest institutions.
Vogue, created British Vogue in 1916
as an answer to the evident problem
Vogue found as Condé Nast, Vogue’s
publisher, had to deal with restric-

tions on overseas shipping as well as
paper shortages in America. This was
a major step forward for British fashion as before Britain had to endure
long waits to receive advice from the
fashion bible sent from its’ publishers in the United States.
Furthermore, it was Vogue in WW2
that helped women follow the government rationing guides and abide
by the patriotic motto “Make Do and
Mend!” The “Make Do and Mend”
motto meant that people passed
old clothes to family and friends that
needed them and either repaired
them or changed them into a completely different item altogether.
The two World Wars helped bring
great social change for both women
and society in general and fashion
can be used as a great social tool
for us to chart a timeline of those
dramatic changes, as it can easily be
spotted in the something as subtle
as changing of hemlines.

RIVER ISLAND, Pink higf-waisted
leather skirt, £30

TOPSHOP,
Wet Look Leather Leggings, £20

RIVER ISLAND,
Black Leather Panel Top, £30

NEW LOOK, Burgundy leatherlook sleeved cardigan, £22.99

ASOS, Leather Ankle Boots
£37.50
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FOOD AND DRINK

Dylan’s Delights

Drink
of the
Month
SPICED APPLE
CIDER
Ingredients
1 navel orange 1/2 gallon
apple cider (alcoholic or not)
2 tablespoons honey
5 whole allspice berries
6 whole cloves
pinch ground nutmeg
1/2-inch piece ginger,
thinly sliced 8 cinnamon
sticks

Method

by STEPHANIE YEABSLEY

I

’ve been a Bangor student for
two years now and after hearing
wonderful things about Dylan’s
Restaurant, I finally took the opportunity to head over to Menai Bridge
and experience it for myself.
Dylan’s promises locally-sourced
seasonal produce, specialising in
freshly baked pizza, breads and
seafood. The menu includes some
of the very best seafood sourced directly from the Straits, such as their
famous Menai mussels, lobster and
Anglesey sea bass. Their menu is a
celebration of the abundant seafood
and produce available to them on
and around Anglesey.
I visited Dylan’s with my family as
a celebration for my 21st birthday.

Amazing Apples
A quick and
simple recipe
by MEGAN YATES

W

ith November now in full
swing, it’s time to wrap up
warm and start feeding
ourselves a bit better!
In order to do this we must identify
the importance of root vegetables!
Being an extremely picky and abnormal person myself who doesn’t
like roast dinners or gravy: winter
meals are somewhat hard to narrow
down.
I’m surely not alone in preferring
vegetables al dente but for many
of you, far away from home, will
be missing your roast chickens and
carrots with enough gravy to fill the
Atlantic Ocean!
In this case: my advice over the
next month or so is to stock up on
hearty veg. If this isn’t economically
viable for you then pre-packaged
soups such as Heinz are really lovely
and don’t feel like you’re eating veg
at all! The tomato and chilli one is
sure to give you a fiery kick which

will definitely warm you up.
My Mum recently gave me a yummy idea for a winter dessert snack
which is cheap and pretty easy to
carry out:
Ingredients:
1 apple
Mincemeat (the fruity kind, shop
bought for ease)
Method:
Core the apple, peel if you wish.
Spoon the mincemeat into the core
of the apple and place in the oven
for 5 minutes on 180c.
Divine!

Dylan’s sits right at the water edge
of the Menai Straits so it made for a
perfect setting with stunning views
for what became a fantastic night of
great food and company.
I’ve always wanted to try oysters
and never been brave enough so
my dad ordered some for the table
to start with. Whereas I really do not
see the appeal of them, they were
incredibly fresh tasting and if you’re
an oyster lover, I doubt you’ll find
any better!
I am a huge fan of seafood, and the
seafood linguini was an easy choice
for me to make. “Local mussels,
prawn and crab linguini with olive
oil, lemon, fresh chilli and parsley.” It
was easily the best dish I had had in
a long time. While I usually find the
taste of crab too strong and overpowering, it was beautifully light

and flavoursome, and gave the dish
a real depth. The simple sauce of olive oil, lemon, chilli and parsley was
so balanced and worked brilliantly
with the delicate seafood.
Other members of our dinner party ordered the Menai mussels, Anglesey lobster, lamb, salmon nicoise
salad, hake and pork belly. Dylan’s is
slightly more pricey than you would
pay for somewhere to eat in Bangor.
Whereas it may not fit with a typical
student budget it is well worth the
money. I recommend you visit for a
special occasion, or when your parents wallets are here to visit…

Using a vegetable peeler,
peel the zest from the orange to create long strips.
In a medium pot, bring the
cider, honey, allspice, cloves,
nutmeg, ginger, and orange
zest to a simmer. Do not
boil. Heat, uncovered, for 30
minutes.
Ladle into cups and serve
warm with the cinnamon
sticks.

St George’s Rd, Menai Bridge,
Isle of Anglesey, LL59 5EY
01248 716714

Student
Swedish
Meatballs
Yes, like the Ikea ones!
by AMY BLACKWELL
Meatballs:
2 tablespoons olive oil, divided
1 onion, diced
1 pound ground beef
1 pound ground pork
64 g breadcrumbs
2 large egg yolks
1/4 teaspoon ground allspice
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
Salt and pepper to taste
Gravy:
57g unsalted butter
43 g all-purpose flour
1 liter beef stock
96 g sour cream
2 tablespoons chopped fresh pars-

ley leaves
Salt and pepper to taste
Method:
Heat 1 tablespoon olive oil in a
large pan over medium heat. Add
onion, and cook, stirring frequently,
until onions have become translucent, about 2-3 minutes.
In a large bowl, combine ground
beef, ground pork, breadcrumbs,
egg yolks, allspice, nutmeg and
cooked onion; season with salt and
pepper, to taste. Using a wooden
spoon or clean hands, stir until well
combined. Roll the mixture into 1
1/4-to-1 1/2-inch meatballs, forming
about 24 meatballs.
Add remaining 1 tablespoon ol-

ive oil to the pan. Add meatballs, in
batches, and cook until all sides are
browned, about 4-5 minutes. Transfer to a paper towel-lined plate.
To make the gravy, melt butter in
the pan. Whisk in flour until lightly
browned, about 1 minute. Gradually
whisk in beef stock and cook, whisking constantly, until slightly thickened, about 1-2 minutes. Stir in sour
cream; season with salt and pepper,
to taste.
Stir in meatballs and cook, stirring
occasionally, until heated through
and thickened, about 8-10 minutes.
Serve immediately, garnished with
parsley, if desired.
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Three is the magic mushroom:
Amsterdam, London and Bruges for reading week
the country without our parents, so
needless to say, we were looking for
adventure.
The set off point was London, so
to get the most out of our time in
London we set off around 6am and
arrived around 10am (coffee was essential for consciousness). We wanted to see more than just the most
popular tourist attractions in the city
so we managed to squeeze in the
Globe, London Bridge, Hays Galleria
and Borough Market (Hands down
best salad bar I’ve ever been to! The
endless free samples were also a welcomed bonus).
The Tower of London was packed
by the time we got there but The ceramic poppies were out this time of

by NICOLE BARTON

W

e were in three cities in three
days and travelled through
four different countries. I
had just got a brand new passport
waiting to be stamped so for the end
of reading week Kayla and I decided
to up and go to Amsterdam. Neither
one of us have taken a trip out of

year and well worth a look once we
pushed through the tourists; such a
simple idea but thought provoking
and actually quite breathtaking.
After traveling overnight on a
coach on the Eurotunnel we arrived
in Amsterdam in time for breakfast.
Like most of Europe the Dutch have
their own version of a pancake: Poffertjes. Think fluffy golden coins of
pancake batter dusted with powdered sugar, then smothered with
Nutella or drowned in maple syrup.

The most popular attraction for
Amsterdam (in the daytime) is by far

Anne Frank’s house. Unfortunately
we didn’t have time to wait in line
for 3 hours so we skipped it as there
was a line of people waiting to see
the famous hideout for the Frank
family, but I think it would definitely
be worth a visit if you join the queue
before 11am. Admist the prostitutes
advertising themselves in shop
windows, sex toy vendors on every
corner and the ever present waft of
weed from the coffee shops, the city
was eclectic and spotless.
The city is known for its criss-crossing canals and bridges which are
1,200 in total, surprisingly more than

are in Venice, Italy. With all the transportation by water, it is also a city
known for its bike riding. As the most

bike friendly city in the world, there
are more bikes in the city than there
are people. The most important advice I can give while your walking
around is to look both ways when
crossing roads. I know it sounds patronizing but running across screaming YOLO won’t get you very far when
there are 881,000 locals cycling both
ways, and no one is paying attention
to traffic lights.
The next day we reached Bruges,
Belgium at 3pm so we only had a
couple of hours to explore. A city

which was formed around 1128, so
much of it has remained the old city
it once was, now making the quaint,
illdylic town a World Heritage Site for
UNESCO.
The highlight for me was finding an
absolute gem of a tea shop on one
of the streets leading to the market
square. As soon as we walked in we
were greeted by the delicious aroma
of over 350 varieties of loose leaved
tea. I was immediately quizzed about
my tea preferences eg when do I
drink it and what type do I prefer. The
shop assistant then disappeared into
a small back room and reappeared
in an Ollivander-like fashion with my
perfect wand… I mean tea.

Of course every other shop was
filled with all sorts of Belgium chocolate goodies. The most famous being
Godiva chocolate, however there
were all sorts of foods to tempt us.
The attractions around were the Salvador Dali Exhibition and the Basilica
of the Holy Blood, which is rumored
to have the blood of Jesus in a vial.
As we were leaving the Market, the
Belfry and surrounding shops began
to light up one by one. It was pretty
magical and made more so by the
traditional horse drawn carriages
that makes traveling around Bruges
such a novelty.
And so in a sleep deprived and
slightly chocolate covered state we
arrived back in Bangor on Monday
morning just in time for Kayla to have
an 11 am class. It was a whistle-stop
adventure and I was sad to leave, but
now we’ve cracked open a fraction of
the world, there’s no stopping us.

Photos by Kayla Jones

Do you need time away from Bangor?
A weekend away for reading week

The pros and cons to taking a student
tour to fun destinations like Barcelona,
Dublin, Rome and Amsterdam on a
cheap budget and a time constraint.

Pros & Cons

by KAYLA JONES
When Nicole And I Decided on a weekend
away, we knew we didn’t have a ton of time
to plan out places to go, or a bank account to
go to every travel destination in Holland and
Belguim. Plus there was the business of getting there and back from Friday to Sunday. So
we chose a tour group to get the most out of
our weekend. Here is the low down on going
on your own or with a tour.

Price low-down
WITH THE TOUR
Tour price:£140
Train to London:£25
Train to Bangor:£12
Extra spending money: £100

WITHOUT THE TOUR (AVERAGE COSTS)
Flight to Amsterdam: £141
Bus From London to Amsterdam:£35
hostel 2 nights: £85
Train to Manchester/London: £35
Train to Bangor: £45

Tours
to try

WEEKEND STUDENT ADVENTURES

PRO - TRANSPORTATION

Once we got into London, all our travel was
covered from there. From Amsterdam to Bruges then back to London. It was a comfort
to know we didn’t have to figure out planes,
trains, buses or taxis for ourselves.

PRO - EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED

Most everything is included. Hostel room,
transportation, walking tours, boat tours,
breakfast and a tour guide. You have safety
in the numbers of other travels, as well as
meeting new people from all over the world.

PRO - TIME TO EXPLORE

You get free time in the city to explore
and shop. Normally around 3 to 5 hours to
do what you want. For some places, this is
plenty of time to see a museum or shop for
presents.

CON - LITTLE FLEXIBILITY

If you want to stay longer, you can’t. You’re
not free to take a later train, or decide to linger longer in a city or get to know the locals.
Everyone has to be on the bus at a certain
time and if you’re not, you’re left to fly home
on your own, or with a taxi bill trying to catch
up to the bus.

CON - SKIPPING CLASS

Tours start on a Friday, ends late on a Sunday. Well, Friday night-ish. So if can get into
London before 5 at night, great! If you have
class and you can’t, the tour leaves without
you. Also, the tour gets in late Sunday, so
spending a few late hours in a train station
might be your fate.

CON - CONFINED SPACES

You spend a lot of time on a hot bus. Traveling overnight, going under the sea, getting
from one city to the other, you and your bags
have got to be contained in a space the size
of an airplane seat for most of your travel.

Guided by a 20-something local, this tour
gets you in front of the lines at places like
the Anne Frank Museum and Heineken
Experience. You’ve got to make your own
way to Amsterdam and the hostel howeverso pick your pros and cons!

STUDENT TOURS
Driven by coach, the tour starts and ends
in London with an under the sea trip from
London to Amsterdam. A meal, hotel,
several walking tours and a day in Bruges
and Zaanse Schans are included. You have
to pay for museums on your own however,
and lines can be so long that you have to
skip them.
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WHAT’S ON
22

NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER 2014
23

30

Movember
Quiz,
Bar Uno @
8:00pm,
£1

7

Endeavour
Morfa Nefyn
trip

24

25

1

2

8

9

14

MUSOC
Christmas Concert
PJ Hall @ 7:30pm

21

26

27

28

29

3

4

5

6

Movember AU
Night @ Academi,
Free entry with
a Movember t-shirt
(£5 from the SU)

Jazz Band
Performance @
The Menai
9:30pm

10
AU Night
Christmas Jumper
Theme,
Academi,
£2 tickets,
£3 otd.

Concert Band
and Brass Band
Concert
SODA:
Christmas
Variety
Show
Powis Hall @
7:30pm

15

Movember 3v3
Basketball
Tournament,
11:45-15:45,
Canolfan
Brailsford

16
String Orchestra
Concert @
Powis Hall
7pm!

17

11

12
ROSTRA:
Pantomime:
Aladdin

18

19

LangSoc
trip
to Manchester
Christmas
Markets
Medieval Reenactment:
Torchlit Parade
Conwy

13

Bangor
Comedy
Christmas Show
MALT @ 7pm

AU Superteams,
Canolfan Brailsford Hall 2,
12-4pm

20

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
Penryn parkrun
every Saturday
@ Penrhyn Castle!
Free 5km run @
9am!

AU Night
@ Academi
every Wednesday!

CHRISTMAS!

NEW YEARS!
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SPORT

Chwaraeon Campws /
Campus Sport

In
Brief

AU Night
AU Night is the chance to celebrate
your BUCS Wednesday wins, or to
move on from your defeats.
All money raised from the door goes
back to your clubs - AU Night is the
only event that does this!
Every Wednesday at Academi
Free entry before 11pm, £2 tickets,
£3 on the door.

Photo by Jodie Williams

by NICOLA PYE

Movember
Throughout Movember (the month
formally known as November),
students and staff throughout the
unversity will be growing moustaches and raising money and awareness
for men’s health.
Movember is one of the AU’s key
charity fundraisers, and last year
£2096.03 was raised.
So far, a Movember quiz and a tritournament, involving football, tag
rugby and hockey have been held to
raise money.
Movember t-shirts are available at
the Students’ Union for £5
Coming up throughout the rest of
the month are:
3v3 Basketball tournament,
22nd November, 11:45am,
Hall 2, Canolfan Brailsford,
£2 per person
Movember Theme Night,
26th November, 10:30pm,
Academi,
Free entry with a Movember t-shirt
(£5 from the Students’ Union)
Movember quiz, 30th November,
8:00pm, Bar Uno, £1 per person.
You can donate directly to the Bangor University Movember network
here:
http://monetwork.co/BangorUni

T

he new campus sport program
has seen huge success over the
past seven weeks. The Students
Union and Canolfan Brailsford have
worked together in making the new
intramural sport program popular
and free to all. We have seen over 180
students getting involved every week,
with no charge to any activity.

The 5-a-side indoor mixed ‘turn
up and play’ football has seen a
consistent eight teams turning up
every Tuesday evening. Four minute games with 1 minute turnovers
see quick, skilful, constant football
played for three hours. A great social and supporting atmosphere
for all players has been seen, with
teams cheering from the balcony.

The football is sponsored by Bar
Uno, with a weekly draw for the
chance to win pizza and drinks
of the team’s choice every Tuesday evening post football. If you
haven’t checked it out yet, be sure
to arrive early to get a team in on
the night, as we have reached capacity with such popular demand!
Tuesday 16th December will be
the Festive football tournament,
with prizes to be won and mince
pies for all. Be sure to bring your
Santa hats!
As well as 5-a-side football, every Tuesday 8-10pm we also have
‘give it a go’ netball in the dome.
The program welcomes everyone
and anyone, and if you don’t have
a team, come and join us anyway.

It’s a great way to have fun, maybe
learn a new sport or catch up with
your favourite sport from school
without the serious competitive element. The netball has seen over 35
players come and go over the previous weeks with a lot of potential
to recruit more teams from halls,
schools, societies or housemates. If
you fancy keeping fit, and having
some fun with your friends it’s an
evening to come and join campus
sport netball.
Our 7 a side football league that
takes place every Sunday afternoon, 3-5pm, at Bangor City’s 3G
pitch, and sees 10 teams battle it
out for first place in the league.
Six weeks into the league, LangSoc Lightening sit at the top of

the table on goal difference, with
Scouting For Goals and Borussia
Banter looking to snatch the title,
with both team’s currently level on
points. The top four will play each
other in a finals day playoff on
Sunday 14th December to crown
our overall winner. The league is
scheduled to run until Christmas
with the chance to add more teams
in the New Year. If you want to
add a team in the New Year, you
can find information at www.campussport.co.uk, where a form can
be filled in. If you want to put a
school or hall team together, this is
the perfect opportunity!
Finally, we would like to thank
all the referees that volunteer
across the Campus Sport events.
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SPORT
BUCS
Scores 12/11
Basketball
Men’s 1st’s 73 - 42 Newcastle 3rd’s
(Cup)

Netball

1st’s 16 - 70 Leeds Beckett 2nd’s
(Cup)
2nd’s w/o - Liverpool Hope 2nd’s
(Cup)

Hockey

Women’s 1st’s 3 - 4 Durham 5th’s
(Cup)
Men’s 1st’s 3 - 4 Keele 1st’s (Cup)
Men’s 2nd’s 4 - 0 Chester 1st’s
(League)

Volleyball

Mens 1st’s 0 - 3 Man Met 2nd’s
(Cup)

Penrhyn Park Run

by NICOLA PYE

S

aturday 15th November saw the
first North Wales parkrun event
being successfully held at Penrhyn Castle, with over 170 runners
and 15 volunteers enjoying the sunny
Saturday morning run through the
Castle grounds.

The parkrun event is a UK event
which encourages participants of all
ages and abilities to run 5km on a
Saturday morning at 9am. The event
is free and all that is required is for
each runner to register at parkrun.org
and print out a barcode so that their
times are registered at the end of the
run. If you want to get active, set PB’s
or try and get into the running world,

parkrun welcomes everyone.
Nicola Pye, the Event Director said:
“The hard work and long wait has certainly been worth it with the success
of the first event. The volunteer team
has played a huge part into making
this parkrun happen and I am glad
we have it established. I am sure we
will soon be seeing more across North
Wales “

Paul Carter, one of the Penrhyn
parkrun directors said: “I’ve really
enjoyed being part of it (a year in the
making!) and know that the team’s efforts are all so appreciated by all who
take part. We have done something
special here.”
You can follow your local parkrun
on twitter or like them on Facebook
(@penrhynparkrun)

Women’s Rugby look to lay foundations
by SCOTT WILLEY

A

fter coming 5th in the league
last season, a new-look Bangor University Women’s Rugby team took on Keele University in
their second BUCS game of the season.
Losing heavily in their first game
away from home, the team looked to
improve at Treborth against recently
regulated Keele. Club Captain, Harriet Etchells, spoke to Seren about
the team before the match, and their
aspirations for the season “We are a
very new team with a lot of the girls
that have never played rugby before,
so for this season we would just like
to have a really fun season, win a few
matches and hopefully set up a really
good foundation for next year”.
Unfortunately, the team struggled
in the opening minutes, and found
Keele camped five metres from their
own try line. Great defence from Bangor meant that runner after runner
was deferred, with Bangor holding
attackers up and forcing them back.
Their defence led to Keele making an
unforced error, giving Bangor the op-

portunity to clear from a penalty.
Possession then changed hands
multiple times as neither team could
assert their dominance on the game,
before Bangor’s no. 6 claimed turnover ball and broke from her own 22
metre line to halfway. Keele’s indiscipline gave Bangor a penalty at the
halfway line, which team captain Abigail Lee opted to run. Bangor started
to apply some pressure on Keele, although it came to nothing, as Keele
turned over the ball.
At this point, Keele started to show
their experience, as the scrum half
began a great passing move before
looping round to create an overlap on
the away team’s right wing. Keele were
once again knocking on the door, but
Bangor’s last gasp defence was again
brilliant.
Unfortunately, Keele were more
successful at the dead ball situations,
stealing both line outs and scrums
from Bangor to put them in the ascendancy. For the third time in the
match, Keele found themselves on
Bangor’s five metre line, and their
forwards finally broke the home side’s
defence to score the first points of the
match just before half time.

Immediately after the restart Bangor
were on the back foot, with Keele winning a penalty ten metres from the try
line. Opting to run, they passed the
ball through the hands well to their
flanker, who crossed over. 12 points
behind, Bangor needed some inspiration. Club captain, Harriet Etchells,
lead by example, bringing down a
Keele runner who offloaded, before
immediately getting back on her feet
to tackle the receiver. Keele kept making small yards, however, and were
soon in the Bangor 22m. The away
side attempted a maul on the near
touchline and it was driven back well
by Bangor’s forwards, although it created room for the backs who scored
under the posts.
Keele’s superiority began to show, as
their inside centre saw a gap and ran
through to score a breakaway try from
halfway.
Looking to take the game to Keele
and get some points on the board,
Bangor opted to run the ball from
a penalty in their own five metres.
Unfortunately, they knocked on and
Keele’s winger pounced on the ball
and scoring another try for the visitors just before the end.

Women’s 1st’s 3 - 0 LJMU 1st’s
(Cup)

Football

Women’s 1st’s 1 - 0 Edge Hill 1st’s
(Cup)
Men’s 1st’s 7 - 4 Manchester 3rd’s
(Cup)
Men’s 2nd’s 0 - 2 Hull 1st’s (Cup)

Lacrosse

Women’s 1st’s 2 - 20 Liverpool
2nd’s (Cup)

Squash

Men’s 1st’s 3 - 0 Lancaster 2nd’s
(Cup)

Badminton

Men’s 1st’s 8 - 0 Sheffield Hallam
3rd’s (Cup)
Men’s 2nd’s 2 - 6 Hull 1st’s (Cup)
Women’s 1st’s 8 - 0 Liverpool Hope
1st’s (Cup)

Rugby Union

Men’s 1st’s 15 - 13 Chester 1st’s
(Cup)
Women’s 1st’s 0 - 41 UCLAN 1st’s
(Cup)

Tennis

Men’s 1st’s 2 - 10 LJMU 2nd’s
(Cup)
Men’s 2nd’s w/o - Leeds 4th’s (Cup)
Women’s 1st’s 8 - 4 Liverpool 1st’s
(Cup)

Fencing

Men’s 1st’s 135 - 72 UCLAN 1st’s
(Cup)
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ever home matches

24-19
7-20
by SCOTT WILLEY

B

angor University Handball Club
played the first home matches in
the club’s history last weekend.
Following on from their success at a
regional tournament in Liverpool, in
which the men’s team went undefeated
and claimed the trophy, Bangor were
looking for a good result to take into
next weekend’s national qualifying
round.
In front of a packed crowd, the men’s
team started slowly and found themselves 3 - 0 down within the first five
minutes against a strong UCLAN side.
The occasion seemed to be getting the
better of Bangor, whose passing and

Main: Jaber Al-Mulla takes a shot for Bangor
Inset: The Bangor Dragons Cheerleaders support
the home team
Photos by Ali Al-Anssari

shooting was well below par. After ten
minutes, the home side settled into the
game and brought the score back to 3 3, with goals from Jaber Al-Mulla and
Sam Little.
The game was tight for the rest of the
first half, with Bangor slowly asserting
themselves more, taking the score to
10-8 at half-time.
Bangor’s defence started much better in the second half, being more aggressive and shutting down UCLAN’s
Taylan Akcal, who scored six of the
team’s eight goals in the first half.
This was in stark comparison to the
home side’s goals, which were shared
throughout the team. Unlike in the
first half, where they were chasing the
game, Bangor controlled the tempo

in the second half and played to their
strengths, working the play to create
good chances on goal. A penalty save
by Bryn Griffiths denied UCLAN the
chance to close the gap, which now
stood at four goals, thanks to Aaron
John scoring three on the bounce. In
the closing minutes, Bangor added another to put the final score at 24 - 19,
keeping the team unbeaten going into
this weekend’s national tournament
qualification round.
The women’s team were looking for
a good performance against a very
strong UCLAN side that narrowly
beat them last time out, Bangor losing
6-5. Bangor were a new look side, with
only two players with experience prior
to this season, and two players in their

first game. Bangor were also without
their first choice goalkeeper, Anna
Barton, who picked up an injury in the
warm-up.
UCLAN started well, with brilliant
link up play between Cheryl Heard
and pivot Edita putting them well out
in front. Bangor looked to respond,
and created a few good chances resulting in shots on target from Charlotte
Friend and Stephanie Yeabsley. The
breakthrough eventually came from
Anna Prieto, an international student
from Brazil. Receiving the ball from
the goalkeeper on a counter attack, she
was one on one with the UCLAN goalkeeper and scored. This lifted Bangor’s
defence and they shut out UCLAN for
the next few minutes. Lauren Brooks

and Camilla Vianna the pick of the defenders, tackling their opposite numbers and breaking up the away team’s
play.
Unfortunately, Bangor struggled to
contain the UCLAN pivot, who caused
them constant problems, scoring multiple goals. Anna Prieto once again got
on the scoresheet for the home side,
eventually scoring six of the team’s
seven goals, the other coming from
captain Ana Lovin.
Despite the match finishing 7 - 20 to
the visitors, Bangor could take some
real positives out of the match before
next week’s national qualifiers.

